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Holland City N ews.
VOL. XIII.— NO. 16. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY 24, 1884. WHOLE NO. 636.
1
ISbe Holland (Situ |w.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
WILLIAM IT ROGERS.
Editor and Publisher.
VfBENGS, D.R., Drug Store. Fine Dragi, Med*
iVl iclaes. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River street.
\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl-
V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
IMittonal <tol.
W.VANDENBiRo’sFamilyMediclncs; River St.
T17AL9H HEBER, Druggist <fc Pharmacist; a
YV full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
Terms of Snbsoription:
$1.60 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
JOB PRINTIH8 PrompUy M Neatly Executed
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Incss.
furniture.
EYEK, BROUWER & CO.. Dealers in all
IVl kindsds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames.etc.: River st.
General Sealers.
For Alakistlne, Whiting and Colors in
oil, go to the Central Drug Stere.
Kremers & Banos.
Bottle.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
first insertion, and 25 cents for each aubsequent
insertion for any period under three mouths.
8 M. 1 6 m. 1 T.
1 Square ................. 850 500 8 002 “ .................. 500 8 00 10 008 “ ................ 800 10 00 17 60
H. Column ................ 10 00 17 00 25 00X “ ..................17 00 25 00 40 101 “ ................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annnm,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
AH advertising bills collectable quarterly.
lUit
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From Holland From Chicago
to Chicago. to Holland.
tITY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
The onlv first-class Hotel in the city. Is
located in the business center of the town, and has
Fruit Farm for Sale Cheap.
Eighty-seven acres with buildings. 8,000
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts
on Macatawa bay, south side, half way be-
tween City and. Park. For price and
terms apply to G. 8. HARRINGTON,12-8m Holland, Mich.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
in large and small cans at
Kremers & Bangs.
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Holland, Mich. 10-ly
PH(ENIXL Located near the ChiHOTEL. Jae. Ryder, proprietor,i. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
has good facilities for tho traveling public, and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.0 This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accom-
modations can always be relied on. Holland,M ch. 8-1 y
Llvemniale Statin.
OOONE H„ Livery
1J andbarnen Marketstreet. Everything first-
class.
[AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boardim
ways be
Hotel.
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can a
relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
33- tf
Nl’t
Exp.
Day
Exp. Mail. TOWNS. Mall.
Day
Exp.
Nl’t
Exp.
pJQ. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m. a. m.
lotos 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
10 30 10 35 East Saugatuck 2 45 4 28
10 40 10 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9 42 4 18
11 32 2 05 11 30 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07 3 30
11 55 2 17 11 50 _____ Bangor. ... 2 371 8 55 3 10
1 25 3 00 1 05 .Benton Harbor.12 40 8 00 1 55
1 50 3 10 1 15 . .St. Joseph. .. 12 30! 7 55 1 50
3 15 4 20 2 30 ..New Buftalo..11 80 7 13 12 45
7 30 6 50 5 25 ....Chicago ..... 8 55: 3 40 9 55
a. m. p.m p.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Rapids
Grand Uapida. to Holland.
p m. p.m.ja. m. a. m. p. m.Ip.m.
16 05 8 00,t5 (W ...Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02 9 40
3 30 5 35
.. Hudson ville... 9 45 9 15
3 4:i 5 50
....Grandville...9 32 8 55
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 t8 35
p.m. p.m. in# a. m p. m p.m.
VTIBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
iv Ninth street, near Market.
Meat Market!.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to - From Muskecsn
•Mnskegon. to Holland.
p. m.
3 0J
3 25
3 35
4 00
4 05
4 40 1) 45
p m. p.m.
a. m.
10 10
10 30
10 40
11 00
11 03
a. m.
t5 20
5 55
6 10
8
6 40
7 15
a. m.
....Holland. ...
... West Olive.. .
...Johnsvillo....
..Grand Havea..
...Ferrysburg...
...Muskegon...
p.m
1 10
12 25
12 20
11 55
p.m.
p.m.
3 00
2 35
2 27
2 05
2 00
1 25
p.m.
9 40
9 17
907
8 50
8 40
t8 05
y AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Macufactoriei, Milli, h 9fi, Etc.
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors1 of Pluggtr Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
V^N RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River and Ninth Street
Nstarr Public*.
OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and0 Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
NOTICE.
After haviog completed our repairs and
changes we are now prepared to furnish
flour to the public that will give entire sat-
sfaction, we guarantee it to be the best
and purest ever put iu the market. Every
sack we will warrant, if put up in our own
sacks and branded "Furity, new process
flour, City Mills.”
47tr. BECKER & BEUKEMA.
The Clergy, Medical Faculty and Peo-
ple ail endorse Burdock Blood Bitters as
the best system renovating, blood purify
ing tonic in the world.
lomciAL.i
Common Council
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1864.
The Common Council met in regular seasion
and was called to order by the Mayor.
is laid, a warrant be issued on the city treasurer In
pavment thereof according to terms of contract.—
Adopted.
By Aid. Ter Vree—
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Ter
Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Werkman, Ban-
ters, and tho clerk.
Minutes of the last meeting were read and on
motion of Aid, Rose— ‘
Resolved. That In the minutes of the list meet-
ing in the report of the Committee on Streets and
Bridges where the words appear, "Chicago and
Michigan Lake Shore Railway, and Chicago and
Lake Michigan Railway" be and the same art
hereby so amended that they read Chicago and
Michigan Lake Shore Railroad.— Adopted,
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
A. F. Slooter and A. King petitioned for the
privilege of using part of Fifth street neat tho slip
to erect thereon a temporary building to be used
for a temperance retreshment stand.— Accepted
and referred to the Committee on Streets and
Bridges.
Henry D. Post and forty-one other citizens and
property owners petitioned that Fred O. Nyo be
appointed as chief engineer of tho fire department,
"believing him to possess qnallflcatlous and ex-
perience which particularly fit him for that po-
sition, and that our city has special need of the
services of au able fire department chief the pres-
ent year, owing to the changes which the water
worts system will render necessary in that depart-
ment.— Accented and laid nnon the table.
Simon Schmid and seventy-three others, citi-
zens, firemen, and taxpayers petitioned that Jos-
eph P. Allen be appointed as chief engineer and
Wm. Zeeh be appointed assistant chief engineer
of the fire department, they being capable of the
office and being the choice of the fire department.
—Accepted and laid upon the table.
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
after first day’s use'. Marvelous cures.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
cases. Send to Di*. Kline, 931 Arch 8t.,
Phila., Pa. 12-ly
Notice to Teachers.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.
The Board of Education is now ready to
receive applications from teachers for the
ensuing year. All applications must be
filed with the Secretary on or before the
last Saturday in May.
15-3 wks. T. J. BOGGS, Sec'y.
The following bills were presented for payment:
O. Vcr Schure, salary as treas. April 1884 $ 28 91
W. H. Rogers, city printing ............ 51 50
J. De Feyter, teaming ................. 5 50
U. Molemaar, labor un ditch, etc ......... 11 56
J. Van Dyk & Bird .................... 177 07lyn
—Allowed, with the exception of an error of $1.80
in the bill of J. Van Dyk & Bird, and warrants
ordered issued on the city treasurer for the several
amounts
REPORTS OP STANDING OOmUTTEES.
the
oo r
The Committee on Poor reported presenting
semi-monthly report of the Director of the P
and said committee recommending $28.00 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks eudiuj
June 4, 1884.— Adopted and warrants ordcret
issued ou the city treasurer for the several
amounts.
Adolf Lalloz, carriage manufacturer,
Buffalo, says: “I was troubled with nausea,
sick headache and general debility. Bur-
dock Blood Bitters cured me.
The Committee on City Library reported the
purchase of 47 books, costing $60 from H. D. Post,
aud recommended payment therefore.— Adopted
3d is
Resolved. That the matter of furnlihlug means,
temporarily, for the payment of water works be
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
The clerk reported having tssned tho following
warrants on the city treasurer: A. L. Holms, lay-
ing second mile of pipe, $750; M. Walker, 28 gate
boxes, $154.- Approved.
Connell adjourned to Taesdsy, 7:80 p. m., May
27, 1664.
GEO. H. 8IPP, City Clerk.
Digging Wells.
and a warrant ordere I sued on tho city treasurer
for the amount.
Tho Committee on Public Buildings and Prop-
erty reported recommending the laying of a two
inch maple floor over the ceiling of the city Jail at
a cost to not exceed $12.— Adopted and committee
instructed to see their recommendations carried
into eflect.
PhTilclasc.
TIEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
iJ found in his office, cor. River aud Eighth
streets in Vanderveen’s Block.
IT" REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi-
l\. dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers &
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p. m. 50-ly
p. m. p.m.
QOHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;0 office at the drug store of Schepers & Schip-
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
horst; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to 1
p. m.
3 00
a. m.
•3 00
a.m.
10 10
p. m.
1 85
3 20 8 30 9 50 1 05
8 35 8 50
........ Hamilton ........ 9 42 12 50
3 47 9 30 9 80 12 15
4 15 10 10 ........ Allegan ....... 9 05 11 35
p. m. a.m. a. m. p# tn*
VATE8, 0. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late
Dr. B. Ledeboer. 43-ly.
Lf ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
. .vl office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p. n. 26-ly.
• Mixed trains.
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 a m, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
at 5 50am and 8:56 am.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking Effect April QfA, 1884.
OOINQ WIST Cntral Tim* 001X0 IA8T
A. M.
Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Paaa. Paaa Mix’d
10 10 A. M. P. M. A. M. P. X. P. M.
11 02 520 505 L.Toledo.A11 80 505 6 50
11 27 7 00 6 03
..Dundee'.. 10 80 4 00 500
11 32 754 627
...Britton..10 10 8 85 4 11
11 48
12 00
804
825
6 81
6 41
.Ridgeway.
.Tecumseh.
10 06
9 W
8 80
8 19
402
8 42
12 15 9 00 6 57 942 8 02 3 10
12 40 9 30 7 10 980 2 47 2 47
12 59 10 25 783
.Addison.. 9 08 2 91 1 55
1 07 11 05 750
..Jerome.. 8 51 2 01 120
1 19 11 20 7 67
..Moscow.. 8 44 1 53 1 07
1 80 1146 807 ..Hanover . 8 83 1 41 12 37
1 52 12 10 8 18
..Pulaski .. 822 1 80 12 10
222 1 66 840
.. Homer .. 800 1 06 1120
284 222 9 09
..Marshall . 7 82 12 87 10 15
2 56 2 49 922 ...Cereaco,, 7 19 12 25 946
3 20 8 80 9 40 Battle Cr’k 700 12 05 900
3 29 4 15 P. M. ..Augnata.. A. M. 11 43 8 12
3 86 4 83 .Yorkville.. 11 84 753
4 16 4 46 ..Richland.. 11 28 7 39
4 27 6 03 ..Montleth. 10 49 6 15
4 33 6 23 ....Flak.... 10 89 5 55
4 45 686 ..Kellogg.. 10 33 540
700 A Allegan L 10 204 '5 15
P. M. P. M. A. M. A. M.
Train Oonneotiona.
At Toledo, with all railroads diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Bruton, with
Wabash, St Lonls A Pacific. At Tecnmseh, with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. A M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. A M. S. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-
shal], with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago A Grand Trank and M. C . R. R. At Mon
teitb, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan
with Chicago A West Mich, and T
Trains all daily except Sunday.
IB. McHUGR,
PaiGeneral ssenger Agent.
Attonsyi.
TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
XX Notary Public; River street.
Coaainioa Xmkiit.
T>EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
X> dealer in Grain, Floor and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets, Holland. Mich. 17
Drags ui Xsdkiast.
$-y)ESBURG,J.O. Dealer in Drags andMedi-U clnes, Paints and Oils. Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sicians prescriptions carefhliy pot op. Eighth 8L
The special committee on water works reported
the following:
Gentlemen:— Your Committee on Water
Worka beg leave to report recommending the pur-
chase of 8 more hydrants; the plan calls for 30 hy-
We guarantee that the Shenvin-Wil-
liams Prepared Paint when properly used I
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will ^uc
cover mere surface, work better, wear I may be needed during the construction of the
work. Your committee would also recommend
longer and permanently leok better, than J the laying of six-inch pipe on River street from
any other paint, including white lead and Tw^to ~^st^
oil. Kremers & Bangs.
i regi
aud others for hyorants on tho north side of Eighth
street, between Cedar and Market streets ami be-
Fhfognpfcir.
JIGGIN8, B. IMhe leading Photographer, Gal-
Wstchaisnd Jmlry.
TJ REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, andD dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
24-ly.
@ur PaM.
Produce, Etc.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
bushel ................. $1 oo <
bushel ....... .. ........ l 25 i
................ 17 i
,Vbv
5u>.
1 25
1 60
18
.14
16
75
30
Strain, Fiid, Etc.
(Corrected every Friday by W.H. Beach.)
1 00
90
1 25
5 10
1 85
t ••• , 58
Fire^jraMeii.Vwwr:.::::-
SRfcMd'i;:;":::::::::.-:..
Oats.* bushel ......................
Pearl Barley, $100 lb ...............
Rye $ bush ......................
Timothy Seed, * bushel ..........
EhJe&,whIte * baflhel .............Red Fhltt " .............
Lancaster Red, $ bushel. .. .
625
1 60
8 00
26 30
1 55
9 00
1 25
600
1 25
1 00
1 00
1 06
L 0. of 0. F.
of each week
Visitingbrothers arecordiallyinviled.
Willi an Zeeh, N. G.
Willun Bauxqabtxl. R. 8,
F. & A. M
A RigulabC ommunicatlon of Unitt Lodge,
No. 191.F. AA.M..wlllbeheldatMaeonlcHall
Holland, Mich., at 7 e’cleck sharp, on Wednesday
evening*. Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 6, May'
^di’retismrnts.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Freight and Ticket Agent
ihicago and West Midi.
-ERAILWAY^-
tween Market and River streets, beg leave to re-
port that your committee have had tho same under
consideration and would recommend the placing
of a hydrant on the north side of Eighth street in
the center of the block betweea Cedar and Market
streets. Signed by committee.
On motion of Aid. Kanters—
Resolved, That the report be and is hereby
adopted, and that the recommendations of the
committee be carried out.— Which said resolution
was adopted, two-thirds of all the aldermen elect
concurring therein by yeas and nays as follows:
Yeas, Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Werk-
man, and Kanters-fl. Nays-0.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OrTICERS.
The clerk reported the following additional
Bells tickets to all principal points in
the United States and Canadas. Money
can be saved by purchasing tickets of me.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates
given for freights to all points, Call and
see me before making your tourney or
shipments.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Bailway,
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf
oiths of office oo file In the cit;
member of the harbor board
ng m
l y clerk’s office:
, W. II. Beach; pound
master. Wm. H. Finch; building impector, John
R. Kleyn; to examine hotels, Jahn R. KU
The Massachusetts Ploughman some
time since had the followiag directions in
regard to digging wells:
The old way of digging a well and
stoning it up so as to leave it about 8 feet
in diameter, is a very good one if the
water Is to be drawn up with buckets;
hut if only.with a pump, it is a very poor
way; for if, as is the usual custom, the
well be covered at the top, it leaves a very
large space for dead air, which often be-
comes so bad that it affects the quality of
the water, and also makes it unsafe to
enter the well. When a well thus stoned
has only a pump iu It, the covering should
be under water, or very near it; but if it
is known that only a pump is to be used,
the expense of stoning may he saved, and
the water kept in a much better condition.
This is done by digging the well in a dry
time, and when dug as lew as possible a
cement pipe, some 2 feet in diameter and
2 or 2 feet long, is sunk at the bottom,
and worked down as low as possible by
digging out the inside. The pipe should
bo covered over with a flat stone, through
the middle of which a two inch hole has
been drilled; directly over this hole stand
up drain pipe, then begin to fill in the
hole. When filled os high as the top of
the first piece tf drain pipe, put ou an-
other, being careful to have it straight
with the other and the line perpendicular;
continue filling and adding drain pipe un-
til it is as high as the surrounding ground ;
or if the pump is not to stand directly
over the well, then when it is filled witb-
n 4 feet of the surfoce put in the pump
pipe and lead It off in a trench to where
the pump is to stand. When it Is found
that the pipe is all right, finish filling the
well, leaving some durable mark that the
position of the well may be known.
A well of this kind is reliable and per-
manent, requiring no repaint the water
Is cool and free from impurities that open
wells are subject to; no insects or animals
can find their way Into it, and the cost is
not more then one half that of a well that
is stoned. If dag, as it should be, when
the springs are low, a constant supply of
water that is as pure as the underground
springs it secured. As the well ii always
full, there is no chance for bad air to in-
jure the water, and, in fact, but little dan-
ger of being polluted by surrounding cess-
pools compared to that of open wells.
tlejrn.
The marshal reported the number of sidewalks
repaired.— Accepted and ordered placed on file,
Wm. Van Patten, M. D. reported having, as city
physician, treated six cases in the month of
March and five cases in the month of April.— Filed
a week at home.$5.00 outfit free. Pay
•olntelj sore. No risk. Capital not
ab-
re-
The clerk presanted the following:
Holland, Mich., May 17, 1894,
To the BonorabU Mayor and Common Council of
the City of Holland:
Gmntlbmen:— Mr. Peter Van Anrov, who was
seriously injured a short time since by res
the defective condition of a sidewalk, which under
your city charter and the law, It was yoor duty to
keep in repair, has retained na to bring the matter
before yoar body for adjustment. We desire to af-
a, I ford jron an opportunity to settle the matter with-
& I com m i n’reEard to Ini time^pfease gire
qalred. Reader, If yon want basinets
g^^^Eia|SBSSSS^-“-
J. C. Post, of Connsei.’
These are Solid FaoU
The best blood purifier and system reg-
ulator ever placed within the reach of suf-
fering humanity, truly is Electric Bitten.
Inactivity of the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun-
dice, Constipation, Weak Kidoeys, or any
disease of the uriniry organs, or whoever
requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimu-
lant, will always find Electric Bitten the
best and only certain cure known. They
act surely and qnickly, every bottle guar-
anteed to give entire satisfaction or money
refunded. Bold at fifty cent a bottle by
Heber Walsh.
It-*. EE. *\^7”!I!3LlIbbdZ»3j I -Accepted and laid upon the table,
has pat In his shop
a large, new engine
i the
The clerk presented bond of Deputy Marshal
Pieter Braam aa principal, and Pieter A Kleis and
and boiler, ant
latest improved
pump machinery,
prepared to
furnish pumps,
John Kraisinga as sureties in the sum of five hun-
dred dollars, -Approved.
MOTIONS AMD RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Bargees—
Resolved, That saloon keepers and aU other per-
_______ __ eons except druggists, other than those who pay a
drivA nolntfl {ran I ***1* t*2, for the sale of liqaors, at wholesale and
n**11’ "b<»e business in whole or in part consists
or wooden pipes, j jn selling, keeping, or offering for sale any malt,
at wholesale or re- 1 brewed, fermented, vinlons, splritioae or intoxi-
tail, at the most CAting liquors, or mlxed liquors, or patent medl-
.l,- 1 clnes, mixtures, bitters, or compound, which in
reasonable prices, I wiiele or in part, consists of spirituous or Intoxl-
----- - ----- -  — also agricultural I eating liquors, at wholesale or retail, shall pay the
implements of all descriptions; the Ester- 1 wmof ten dollars aa an annual license for the
ly Twine Self-binder, the Rawwn Reaper ^  flr‘t *oaA'* ln Jnne’ 18W*
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Ad- .
vanr* Mower thu flrnnA d* Temrs three- Resolved, That the above motion be so amended
vance Mower, ur ana ae lours I aa to pay twenty dollar*.— Which said amendment
horse sulky plow, the Bissel, South Beutl I was not adopted, a majority of all the aldermen
Blow, best in the market, the Remtning- I elect not concurring therein by yeas and nays as
t.n ir.D.b.am steel plow K.Umszoo “1 Be“ke'
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
harrow for finishing land made, contain-
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
8 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cnltl-
On the original motion the vote resulted as fol
lows: yeas, Beukema, Burgess, Werkman, and
land Roose.
yators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
ined,
farm and freight wagons, |Vree, Rose' Benkema, and Kanters. Nays, Bur-
• s .  r n o, m en 6  y n  7,
Jnne 4. July 2, Aug. 6, Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29. my B6W
Nov. 26, Dec. 8L St. John’a days June 24, and where.
Dec. 27.
D.L. Botd.S/c’V.
R. B. Best^W. M.
Tooth seeders and harrows comb
Stndebaker » — , .
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, I Reas and Werkman.
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth, | By Aid. Kanters-
8-tootb, and 2-Bhovel, Detour sniky culti-
vators, Anltman and Russel & Co. steam
threasbers. Engines from one-horse to
one thousand-horse power. Call and see
goods before purchasing else
P H WILMS
River 8t., Holland, Mich., Apr. 10, ’84
10-ly.
Kanters. Nays, Ter Vree
By Aid. Ter Vree-
Rssolted, That the amonat of license be fifteen
dollars.— Which said resolution was not adopted, a
majority of all the aldermen elect net concurring
therein by yeas and nays as follows: yeas, Ter
Resolved, That the amount of license he twelve
and one-half dollAra.— Adopted, all the aldermen
voting yea.
By Aid. Ter Vree—
Resolved, that M. Walker lie paid one thonsand
dollars on the machinery, pampe and boilers for
the water works.— Adopted.
By / 1 1. Werkman— ^  J
Resolved, That when the tLTr J mile of water pipe
Xultum in Fatto.
True religion is fall of acts— not words.
The world is a buy way and' often a
highway besides.
When a man boards a wrong train of
thought he is liable to run off the track.
Worry is a painter whoso brush is em-
ployed in putting delicate streaks of silver
in hair.
Men searching for luck to give them a
ride, only scare up horses for enterprise to
saddle.
Concentrate all your energies for good,
scatter all your bad desires, and life’s har-
vest will fill your granary with wealth.
Broad intellect appreciates virtues in
others; the fool is charmed by the music
of hit own bells and delighted by the
light of hfe own gaudy anp.— Whitehall
Times.
For Barns, Scalds, Braises and all pain
and soreness of the flesh, the grand rem-
edy is Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Be
sure you get the genuine.
Baldness may be avoided by the use of
Hall’s Hair Renewer, which prevents the
falling out of the hair, and stimulates it to
renewed growth and luxuriance,
restore faded er gray hair toils
dark color, and radically cures
every disease cf the sen’r* ___
m
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
Col. Fred Grant, said in an interview
at New York, that his father, brother, and
himself had been fools in their connection
with Ferdinand Word, and that at present
his father.
The stock speculative dealings in New
York opened in a disturbed condition on
4he morning of the 14th inst, and soon
after the Exchange began business rumors
of failures created a panic, the following
concerns closing their doors ^ Nelson, Bob-
inson & Co., Gaff & Bandall, O. M. Bogart
& Co., bankers; J. C. Wflliams, Hatch &
Foote, Donnell, Lawson &, Simpson,
Hotchkiss & Burnham, the Metro-
politan Bank, and the Atlantic
State Bank of Brooklyn. Prices
suffered seriously, some shares touching the
lowest figures for years. The Clearing
House Association adopted measures by
which the banks were to stand by each
other, and, in a manner, this restored con-
fidence, values showing an improvement at
the dose. At leading trade centers there
was comparatively no excitement, and a
of confidentfeeling ce that no
was impending was expressed ____
lonneUsviue ~Near Con ellsvill , Pa., freight and con-
struction trains on the Baltimore and Ohio
Boad collided on a curve with such force
as to kill fourteen laborers and injure
many more ..... Rice &, Whitney, bankers
at Worcester, Mass., selling agents for
Sabin’s Northwestern Car Company, are in-
solvent, and are reported to be “ cleaned
out entirely.”
The resumption of business by the
Metropolitan National Bank of New York,
under the Presidency of Henry L. Jacques,
gave a strong impetus to the stock market
on the 15th inst. The announcement of
the failure of A. W. Dimock & Co., pro-
moters of the Bankers and Merchants’
Tdegraph Company had. but little effect on
the howling crowd of brokers on the Stock
Exchange. Parties deeply interested scat-
tered over the country the statement that
foreign bankers were hungry for American
securities, and quotations were marked up
rapidly until the famine was appeased. A
sharp decline in Government bonds put the
speculative fraternity on their guard, and just
before the close of business prices were
smashed from one to five points by the col-
lapse of Fisk & Hatch, the heaviest dealers
in Federal securities. F. A. Hawley 4; Co.,
bankers of Boston, suspended, with liabili-
ties of $500,000. The bankers of Kansas
City held a meeting and resolved to pay 20
per cent to depositors and give certified
checks for the remainder. The Tuna Val-
ley Bank, at Bradford, Pa., made an assign-
ment; Hilton 4 Waugh, oil brokers, failed,
and petroleum broke to 76 cents. The City
Exchange Bank of La Porte, Iowa, and the
Union Bank of Quincy, HI., closed their
doors because of the failure of their New
York correspondents.
The funeral of Charles O'Conor took
place from the Roman Catholic Cathedral
at New York. Ex- Senator Conkling,
William M. Evarts, Benjamin H. Bristow,
Mgr. Capel, and the Rev. Dr. Morgan
Dix were among the hundreds of prominent
men in attendance.
In the New York Stock Exchange, on the
16th inst, values opened lower and unset-
tled, but before the first call a steadier feel-
ing manifested itself, an advance of 1 to 2 J
per cent being noted. Then the failure of
H. C. Hardy A Sons was announced, when
values again sagged off, and the list dropped
still further when it became known that the
Newark Savings Institution had closed its
doors. After this, confidence began to re-
turn, there being heavy purchases of stocks
for foreign shipment. Before the
close a dread of further failures
resulted in a feverish feeling, which
passed away rapidly when no
disasters occurred, ana the market closed in
a “whirl of buoyancy” unknown for a long
time. Call loans dropped from 1} per cent,
per diem to 5 to 6 per cent per ai>-
num, and large amounts of money were re-
ceived from the country. The feeling of
confidence was enhanced by the Bank of
New York loaning; $3,000,000 on Govern-
ment bonds, and by the issuance of $5,000,-
000 certificates by the Clearing House.
Closing deals indicated an advance of 2 to
8 points inactive shares, and the feeling
was that the crisis had been passed and that
the market would soon return to its normal
condition.
Share speculation in the New York Ex-
change opened with a marked improvement
on the 17th inst. The sales for the day
were unusually heavy, reaching 456,000
shares, a large number of which were taken
for foreign account Money, which at
one time lent at i per cent, per
diem, closed at 2 per cent, per annum.
owners of the concern. Statements are
made that the bank received deposits for
telegrasome time after it had been phed
from New York to close.
Justice Harland, of the United States
Court, arrived in Chicago. He flailed to
secure a room at a leading hotel for a
month, and was informed by the clerk that
he could hardly find accommodation in the
city for the convention period. He at once
caused a chamber set to be placed in the
only vacant room in the Custom House, and
will make himself at home in the $4, (KM), 000
structure.
The temperance workers of Chicago met
in Farwell Hall, in that city, the other day,
to provide means for carrying on the crusade
commenced by Francis Murphy. The an-
bills before Congress can be disposed of
this month, and that on adjournment by
June 25 would be practicable.
POLITICAL.
The Calif ornULegi slatnre has adjourned
le session was a fruitless one.
nouncement was made that over 3,000 per-
sons kad already signed the pledge. Most
of those present favored the erection of a
sine die. The
It was called by Gov. Stoneman for the
purpose of passing a law to regulate rail-
road fores and freights. A measure with
that purpose, known as the Barry bill, was
introauced, and for a time it seemed certain
that it would pass. Enough of its original
supporters were won over to the opposition,
however, to defeat the project
The Democrats of New Jersey held their
State Convention at Trenton. Senator Mc-
Pherson, Gov. Abbett, James J. Newell,
and Rodman M. Price were chosen dele-
temporary tabernacle, to be removed from
point to point in the city. The question of
location was left to an executive committee.
— Early vegetables in Southern Wiscon-
itiy
ing. An attempt to send Gen. McClellan
to the national convention was defeated.
sin were greatiy damaged by a heavy frost
last week.
Reports of the condition of the
com and grain crops from various
sections of Iowa and Dlinois, print-
ed in the Chicago Tribune, indicate
that the com area planted in both
States is about 10 per cent less than last
year. The present conditions point to a
1. Th(large yield  e grain crops are in a healthy
condition, and the farmers seem confident
of a bountiful harvest. From the frait-
growing districts of both States satisfactory
reports have been sent. Pasture lands are
looking well, and the hay crop will be
abundant.
Boynton, of Milwaukee, who is digging
for diamonds near Waukesha, Wis., is said
to have found two in the gravel strata last
week. Such crowds have been attracted to
the spot that be has been compelled to build
a high fence around the entire claim to keep
them away.
A bloody tragedy was recently enacted
at Smith’s Landing, Monroe Count}-, HI.
Monroe Gray, a well-known citizen of the
little town of Columbia, killed his wife and
her paramour, a man named Wm. Ditch.
Gray, who is quite prominent in Illinois
politics and well known throughout the
State, has, it seems, for some time doubted
his wife’s fidelity. His doubts were finally set
at rest by witnessing with his own eyes
what he had previously only suspected. He
immediately brought his revolver into
requisition, killing both his wife and the
man. Ditch was wealthy, and owned the
properly where Gray resided. The two
families have been intimate. Gray was ar-
rested. He says he meant to kill Ditch,
but not his wife; that he killed her ac-
cidentally while shooting at the man.
The Democrats of the Louisiana Legis-
lature in caucus nominated J. B. Eustis for
United States Senator on the first ballot
Mr. Eustis will succeed Mr. Jonas, who
was chosen six years ago to succeed Mr.
Eustis. “ Turn about is fair play.”
The Iowa Greenback State Committee
met at Des Moines, apd selected four dele-
gates to the national convention, who favor
Ben Butler in case he accepted the Green-
backers’ nomination before the convention
adjourned.
GENERAL.
THE SOUTH.
Cyrus H. McCormick, the inventor of
the reaping machine, and one of the most
notable men of this generation, died at his
residence in Chicago, in his 76th year,
leaving a fortune of $15.000,000 ..... Charles
0TConor, the venerable lawyer, of New
York, died at Nantucket, Mass., in his 80th
year.
The Ancient Order of Hibernians, in
biennial session at Cleveland, pledged
fealty to the United States, indorsed Par-
nell and the Irish National League of
America, affirmed their allegiance to the
Catholic Church, and asserted that they
were not controlled, directly or indirectly,
by any other society.
Riley Anderson and James and Alfred
McCullough, father and son, all colored,
were hanged at Greenville, S. C., in the
presence of the thirty-six witnesses allowed
by the State law, several clergymen, two
detachments of the Greenville Butler
Guards, and representatives of the press.
All made speeches from the gallows, and
expressed faith that they were “going
straight to the arms of Jesus.”
George A. Horn and William Gribben were
While John Forsythe and his wife, of
Benton, Ark., were driving to the funeral
of Mrs. Forsythe's brother, the Hon. Alex-
ander Russell, a large tree fell on them, in-
stantly killing Mrs. Forsythe and fatally
hanged at Ashland, Ohio, nine companies
............. obfi
injuring her husband, who died a few hours
after the accident. There was a triple
funeral from Mr. Russell’s late residence in
consequence of the sad accident.
W. Bogan Cash, the noted South Car-
olina desperadiHind the fugutive murderer
of Marshal Richards, was shot dead, literal-
ly riddled with bullets, at his father’s plan-
tation, near Cheraw. Deputy-Sheriff King
headed a party sent out to arrest the out-
law. whose hiding place was surrounded.
Cash came out of his retreat, and, in mere
bravado, as it appears, fired on the arresting
* ind
Government bonds were active at higher
marierates. The feeling in railroad bonds ced
an improvement, but State securities were
rather tame. United States called bonds to
the amount of $323,600 were redeemed.
For use in case of necessity, $8,000,000 in
legal tenders was shipped from Washington
to the Assistant Treasurer at New York.
C. McCullough, Beecher & Co., New York
merchants, have failed. Mr. Beecher is a
nephew of Henry Ward Beecher.
BoxeyBray and William Hendershot,
two bad characters were fatally shot by
Policeman McAleese, near Pittsburgh.
THE WEST.
The Board of Equalization of Missouri
values the railroad property of the State at
$42,000,000 — a $2,000,000 increase over last
head and fe tally woun
in that
year. .. .Michael Gaynor, Alderman from
the Ninth Ward of Chicago, was shot in the
during an affray
in a saloon t city.
Dr. 8. A. Richmond’s Medical Com-
pany at St. Joseph,, Mo., has failed for
$160,000, with no assets. The money is
mostly owing to newspapers for advertis-
ing. The State Savings Bank at St
Joseph also closed, upon the suspension of
Dmnnsll, Lawson 4 Simpson at New York,
party, only one of whom was hurt, an_
that bat slightly. Cash continued to shoot
after he was mortally wounded ____
Judge Richard Reid, of Mount Sterling,
Ky., killed himself in the office of a friend,
leaving a card stating that he was mad. He
evidently stood before the mirror and fired
into his brain. Reid, who was Judge of
the Circuit Court, was some weeks ago cow-
hided by an attorney named Comeilson.
Many of his feiends urged him to challenge
his assailant to mortal combat. He refused,
and was taunted with being a coward.
These taunts, it is said, drove him to in-
sanity and suicide. . . .At Hazlehurst, Miss.,
the jury in the case of E. B. Wheeler, for
the murder of J. P. Matthews, in Copiah
County, was out about an hour, and re-
id; " ‘turned a verdict of not guilty.
The jury which acquitted Ras Wheeler
of the murder of Prent Matthews at Hazle-
hnrst, Miss., make a statement to the effect
that neither politics nor public opinion af-
fected their verdict, and that after prayer
to the Almighty they reached the decision
that Wheeler was innocent.
Threats against the life of the Spanish
Consal at Key West were made by drnnken
Cubans, and Commander Batchellor, of the
United States steamer Galena, has been in-
structed to use the naval forces to preserve
peace and protect the Consul.
WANHIAGTOA.
The House Committee on Elections
voted in favor of seating English in place
of Peelle from the Seventh District of In-
diana.
. Secbetary of State Frelinghuysen
has issued a proclamation, by order of the
President, restoring to the public domain
307,000 acres of land in New Mexico granted
on certain conditions to the Jicailla and
Apache Indians. The red men had refused
to comply with the conditions on which the
grant was made.
Speaker Carlisle thinks that unless
there shall be a deadlock betyreen the House
and Senate on the appropriation bills, Con-
gress will be ready to adjourn before July
1. He is of opinion that neither party is
prepared to discuss platforms or political
principles in Congress after both conven-
tions have made their nominations and
enunciated their principles. Every mem-
ber of Congress is now anxious to leave
Washington, and business will be facilitated
to that they may leave as soon as possible.
Thebe seems to be no doubt now that
Hewitt’s tariff bill will be killed in commit-
tee, says a Washington dispatch. At the
same time it is thought that a bill placing
sugar and salt on the free list may be intro-
duced and reported on favorably. The
Southern members are urging the re-
peal of the tobacco and fruit-spirit taxes.
— Mr. Randall thinks all the appropriation
of militia keeping back an excited mob from
the inclosure surrounding the gallows.
Christian Reibling was executed at Morri-
son, HI., for the murder of Albert
Lucia. He made a full confession.
The prisoner spoke a few minutes, after
nodding to men he knew in the audience.
He thanked Sheriff Beach and the jailer for
gentlemanly treatment, said he was sorry
for what he had done, bnt repented and
trusted in his Savior who died for him. He
appeared no more affrighted than an em-
barrassed man, and when the black cap was
brought to his eyes he said: “Good-by, all.”
After the Lord’s prayer by the Rev. Sweet
the trap fell, in five minutes from the time
he appeared. His neck was broken, and no
struggle or spasm was seen, and he was
pronounced dead in twelve- minntes.
In Howard- County, Arkansas, two brothers
named Pope and a man named Kukendall,
were executed by a mob. They had been
arrested charged with murdering a peddler
named Ward. One of the Popes made a
fall confession, giving details of the man-
ner in which Ward was shot and his body
burned. The persons who did the lynching
were the citizens of Howard Connty, who
forcibly took the prisoners from the Sheriff
and hanged them to a tree.
In the Methodist General Conference at
Philadelphia, the Itinerancy Committee re-
ported it inexpedient to take action as to li-
censing or ordaining women to preach ____
The Mexican Chamber of Deputies has au-
thorized the President to negotiate a loan of
$30,000,000.
FOREIGN.
The morganatic marriage of the Grand
Dnke of Hesse vitk Mme. Kalnmire has
been legally dissolved. He is free now to
marry the Princess Beatrice if the English
Lords will pass the deceased wife’s sister
bill.
Tomlinson, an English Tory, has given
notice of a motion in the House of Com-
mons expressing dissatisfaction at the
recent commercial treaty between Spain
and the United States, and declaring
it incumbent on the British Govern-
ment to obtain from Spain the “most-
favored-nation” treatment for England. . . .
A committee of Irish landlords has been
appointed to explain to the British Ministry
the desperate straits of the landowners in
Ireland on account of the difficulty of sell-
ing Irish farm-lands. The land market, as
Mr. Parnell predicted, is a falling one, and
the Irish landlords are on the verge of ruin.
____ Emperor William has accepted the
resignation of Prince Bismarck from the
Presidency of the Cabinet, and appointed as
his successor Boetlicher, Prussian Minister
of State.
In on interview recenty Mr. Gladstone
stated frankly that he believed the public
sentiment in England was against the policy
of his Government in reference to Egypt and
the Sondan, bnt he thinks that, if the British
people fully understood the situation, they
would indoiorse the coarse he and his col-
leagues have pursued. His Government, he
believed, ban maintained its supremacy
daring the present Parliamentanr session
largely through the incapacity and division
among the Tory leaders. Owing to the
excited state of public opinion if the
Tories had been united and had
able leaders they might have suc-
ceeded in defeating the Government ____
The preparation being made at Cairo for the •
expeoition to relieve Gen. Gordon comprise'
12,000 men, forty steam launches, and sev?'
eral thousand camels. A start will proba-
bly be made in August ____ Three cotton
warehouses in Liverpool, belonging to
Molyneaux 4 Taylor, were damaged by fire
to the extent of £100,000.
.
LATEST NEWS.
Alexander White, who operated a
creamery at Grand Rapids, Mich., having
lost $125,000 in Wall street, killed himielf
at the home of his mother in Utica, N. Y.
— For the year ended April 30 Boston’s
debt increased $2,000,000, and now amounts
to $43,277,670.
Among the deaths reported for the week
are those of Carwardine, the famous En-
glish cattle-breeder; Sam Waad, the famous
Washington lobbyist; Col. J. F. H. Clai-
borne, of Mississippi, ex-M. C. and a his-
torian of some note; Wm. G. Halyburton, a
well-known Baltimore journalist; Judge
Joshna Tracy, President of the Burlington,
Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway; the
venerable mother of Bishop Gilbert Haven.
P. J. Sheridan, one of the reputed
“No. I s” of the Irish Invinoibles, who has
figured in America to some extent as an
Irish dynamite orator, and Mr. Patrick
Ford, editor of the dynamite organ in
New York, have begun to qnarrel,
itter ofabout the “funds" as a m& ____
course. Ford in a three-column arti-
cle in his paper implies that the failure of
the dynamite or “emergency" fund which
he started some months ago is due to the
contrivances and whispered innuendoes of
Sheridan. The latter retorts that he has
no confidence in Ford, and insinuates that
the fund is not being Used to meet Irish
but private and personal emergencies.
Austin, Tex., dispatch: Passengers
from Hempstead bring news this evening
that the outbreak between the whites and
negroes there has begun again. On Satur-
day evening a negro, who attempted to
shoot an officer, was killed. Immediately
afterward the officers and citizens went to a
negro gambling house, where it was report-
ed that a large lot of arms had been placed.
The negroes in the gambling house were
ordered to surrender. All but one obeyed.
The one who refused to surrender drew a
Winchester rifle, but was killed before he
could use it. As the train from Austin ar-
rived at Hempstead, some unknown party
shot a negro in a Pullman sleeper, killing
him immediately. No one seems to
know why he was killed, bnt it was
known that he was a hard character
and had been with the negro who
began the unfortunate difficulty ____
Owing to a determined run on all financial
institotions at Petersburg, Va., the Planters
and Mechanics’ Bank closed its doors, with
a promise to attempt payment in full ____
Dr. Pitts called Dr. Walter (his rival) into
his office at Tungur Island, Ya., and shot
him dead.
The week's fire losses foot up as re-
corded below:
New Orleans, four storea ................. $ 80,000
Washinirton City, Willard’s Hotel ........ 15,000
LeadvUle, Colo , seventeen buildings. . . . 30,000
Water, Mo., flouring mill ................. 40,000
Atlanta, III., dwelling house .............. 10,000
Worcester, Mass., woolen yarn mill ...... 150,000
Trenton, N. J., pork packing-house ..... 25,000
New York City, warehouse ............... 30,000
New Orleans, sugar house ................ 20.000
Cleveland, Ohio, box factory ............. 10,000
Petersburg, Ind., business block ......... 60,000
Suspension Bridge, N. Y., stores ......... 25,000
Stevens Point, Wis., saw mill and lum-
ber ...................................... 20,000
Buena Vista. III., flouring mill ........... 10,000
“o, biLima, Ohio, usiness property ........... 10,000
Ballston Spa, N. Y., tannery .............. 25,000
shi 200,000
40.000
15.000
Cincinnati, lead pipe works ............... 60,000
Bills were Introduced in the Senate May
19 to forfeit unearned lands granted to the At-
lantic and Pacitic Railway Company and to the
Northern Pacific Road, and increasing pensions
to soldiers who lost an arm or a leg in service
A petition was submitted from the Merchants’
Exchange of Nashville, protes.ing against the
consolidation of that enstoms office
with Memphis. The resolution recently
offered by Mr. , Morgan, for an investi-
gation into the recent failures of
national banks, led to a prolonged debate, and
was referred to the Committee on Finance. Mr.
Van Wyck introduced a resolution directing the
Committee on Public Lands to Investigate the
charges made against the New Orleans, Baton
Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad that they
had negotiated bonds on their unearned
land-grants. The bonds, it is charged, were
sold in Enrope. The resolution went over.
In the House of Representatives Mr. Hnrd's
motion to ‘‘abolish discriminating duties on
works of art" was rejected. The consular and
diplomatic and the army and District of Colom-
bia appropriation bills were passed. Amotion
by Mr. Collins to suspend the rules and pass a
resolution making the Senate bankruptcy bill
the special order *for{Jane 10 failed for lack of a
two-thirds majority.
v
Brief Snaunary of th. Proceed. |
Inffs of Conffresa.
The bill to place Gen. U. 8. Grant on the-
retired list of the army, with full rank and pay,
passed the Senate by a unanimous vote, on the
13th inst Majority and minority reports were
made on the bill to pension Gen. Ward B.
Barnet and Mr. Sherman presented a petition
to* put Gen. Fremont on the retired list A com-
munication from the Secretary of War asked an
appropriation of $20,000 to repair Jackson Bar-
racks, at New Orleans. Mr. Logan gave notice
that when the Mexican pension b ll comes np
be will move to strike out the amendment pro-
viding that no one shall have the benefit thereof
unless unable to make a living. Mr. Vanoe
called up his resolution to appropriate $30,000
t Raleigh on Roan-for a monument to Sir Wal er .. ____
oke Island, and it was referred to the Committee
on Library. A conference committee was ap-
pointed on the shipping bill. The Indian ap-
propriation bill was completed and pawed.
The House of Representatives passed the Sen-
ate bill providing for civil government in Alas-
ka, as also a measure making the Legislature of
Dakota consist of twenty-four members of the
Connell and forty-eight members of the House.
TheTownshend bill, providing that no Territory
shall applv for admission to the Union until it
has popnlation sufficient for Congressional rep-
resentation, was laid on the table.
The bill for the establishment of a Bureau
of Labor Statistics was take n up In the Senate
on the 14th inst. and Mr. Garland moved to
amend to have the work performed by the Bu-
reau of Statistics of the Treasury Department.
The matter went over. A bill was favorably re-
ported to extend to August, 1886, the time to
commence laying ocean cables. A bill was
passed to anthorlze the construction of a pontoon
wagon-bridge over the Mississippi near Dubnque.
In the House of Representatives, resolutions
were reported unseating Mr. McKinley, from the
Eighteenth Ohio District, and Mr. Feelle, from
the Seventh Indiana Districts A favorable re-
jwrt was made on a bill for a mint at St Louis.
r. Springer asked nnanimons consent to put
on passage a bill authorizing the purchase of
$42,000,000 in bonds with greenbacks held In the
Treasury, but Mr. Weller objected. The consn-
iar and diplomatic appropriation bill was vigor-
ously debated in committee of the whole. A
motion by Mr. Rohlnvon to abolish the office of
Minister to Great Britain was lost.
Mil Morgan offered a resolution in the
Senate, on the 15th inst., directing the Finance
Committee to investigate the national bank
suspensions in New York, with leave to send for
persons or papers. A bill was passed to aid the
New Orleans exposition to amount
of $1,000,000. A message was received
from the President recommending an ap-
propriation to carry out the treaty with Mexico
as to the boundary line. Mr. Cnllom introduced
a bill to prevent speculation by officers of
national banks. An adjournment to the 19th was
taken. The House of Representatives passed bills
to anthorlze the constrnction of bridges over the
Rio Grande at Eagle Paas and Laredo, and over
theMissonri from Douglas county, Nebraska. The
consular and diplomatic bill was debated in the
House. Mr. Holman, Democrat, defended the
course of tho committee In cutting down
salaries of diplomatic repr<$entativee
and Consols to foreign ports, while
Messrs. Hitt, Reed, and Hiscock, Republicans,
advocated more liberal appropriations for the
consular and diplomatic service, a d offered
amendments to increase the various items, all of
which were voted down.
Thk House of Representatives passed a bill
on the 16th inst to authorize the construction of
bridges across the Wisconsin, Chippewa, and St-
Croix rivers in Wisconsin. In committee of the
whole the river and harbor, the diplomatic, and
the army appropriation bills were debated
and favorably reported to the House. An even-
ing session was devoted to work on pension
bills. The Senate was not In session.
Bills passed the House of Representative*,
May 17, extending until Dec. 31, 1885, the dura-
tion of the Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims; to change the Eastern and Northern
Judicial Districts of Texas and to attach part of
Indian Territory to (hose districts; to relieve
the settlers on the Duck Valley Indian Reserva-
tion, Elko County, Nevada; for the appoint-
ment of two additional Associate Justices of the
Supreme Court of Dakota. The Senate amend-
ments to the Indian appropriation bill were non-
concurred in. There was no session of the
Senate.
Beeves .......................... $ 6.00 @ 7.25
Hogs .............................5.50 <!$ 6.00
Floub— Extra. ...................4.00 <$ 6.00
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........... .94 @ .95
No. 2 Red ............... 1.01 & 1.02
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .62 .63
Oath— White ..................... .42 & .45
Pork— Mess ......................16.75 ($17.25
CHICAGO.
Beeves -Choice to Prime Steers. 6.50 & 7.00
Fair to Good ........... 5.60 & 6.00
Common to Medium. . . 6.25 <$ 6.75
Hoos .............................6.75 <$ 6.25
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 6.50 & 5.75
Good to Choice Spring... 4.50 & 5.25
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .85 o .m
No. 2 Hard Spring ...... .58 <$ .60
Corn— No. 2 ......................
.54 ($ .55
Oath-No. 2 ...................... .33 0 .36
Rye— No. 2. ..................... .. .62 & .64
Barley— No. 2. .................. .60 & .61
Butter— Choice Creamery.:.... .21 0 .22
Fine Dairy ............. .18 0 .20
Cheese— Foil Cream. ............ .12 0 .14
Skimmed Flat ......... 0.6 0 0.8
Eogr— Fresh ..... ...... . ........ .13 0 .14
Potatoes— Peachblows .......... .36 0 .38
Pork— Mess ......................17.00 017.50
Lard .............................
.08 0 .OHM
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 .................... .89 0 .91
Corn— No. 2 ......................
.63 0 .55
Oath— No. 2 ...................... .37 0 .39
Barley— No. 2 ................... .69 0 .70)4
Pork— Mess ......................17.00 017.25
Lard .............................8.00 0 8.25
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.11 0 1.13
CORN-Mixcd. ....................
.60 0 .52
Oath— No. 2 ......................
.32 0 .33
Rye. ..............................
.59 0 .60
PORK— Mess .................... ... 16.50 017.00
CINCINNATL
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.04 0 1.03
Corn ...........................
.58 «0 .69
Oath— Mixed. ....................
.36 0 .37)4
Pork— Mess ......................17.00 017.60
Lard .................... .rmrAi nau
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
.95 0 .97
Corn— No. 2 ...................... Aim .6816
Oath— No. 2 ............... •. ..... .
.37 0 .39
DETROIT.
Flour ............................6.50 0 7.00
Wheat-No. 1 White. ............ 1.03 0 L04
Corn— Mixed ..................... 0 .61
Oath— No. 2 Mixed. .............. .35to<0 .36
PORX-Meas ......................
INDIANAPOLIS.
20.00 020.60
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... L02 0 1.04
Corn— Mixed ..................... 0 .65
OAT»-Mixed .......... . ..........
EAST LIBERTY.
.34 0 .85
CATTLE-Beat ....................6.50 0 6.75
Fair. ....................6.75 0 6.60
Common.. ............ . 4.00 0 4.60
Hoos .............................6.76 0 6.25
Shkep ••••••••••••••••»•••••••••» 3.25 0 4.50
Why Bleached Hair Is Goins Ont of
Fashion.
“Some women rapidly lose memory —
fail to recall faces or names, or both.
They lose appetite and have to resort
to beer or, a stimulant; lose sleep,
which is worse than all. They fall
victims to insomnia in its most aggra-
vated forms, and the last and most
dreadful warning is the loss of eye-
sight; they become perfectly blind.
They will attribute all these frightful .
sufferings to a hundred causes but the n
right one, and their husbands are be- V
ing told all the time that the only blon-
dine they use is a little soda, common
alkali bar-soap, or salts of tartar. Bnt
finally, when almost bald, with red,
watery eyes and constantly aching
heads, they awake to a realizing sense
of what they are doing to kill them-
selves byil inches to become a problem-
atical beanty. All men do not admire
yellow-haired women by any means.
For my part, and I think the majority
of men think with me, woman is only
worthy of admiration when jnst as
nature left her, without tampering with
it at all, no matter what her complexion.
Besides, it is questionable taste in
ladies of correct life and standing
to follow the mad pranks of those
who, lost to all decency, would
do anything to attract attention. They
started bangs, and straightway
women cut off their front hair.*
“Well, you make this out a serious
matter, to be sure. Have you enum-
erated all the dread results V’
“No; there is one I have been loath to
speak of— lunacy I Yes, horrible as it
may sound to you, the asylums are filN
ing up with incurable maniacs brought
to that pass by using hair washes and
bleaches. This begins by nervous at-
tacks periodically when in an unhealthy
state. Then they begin to have hys-
terics more often ; husbands are puz-
zled to know how to deal with a wife
who bursts into tears at the slightest
provocation and fall right back on the
floor or bed. It is a swift road to
downright, gibbering insanity, for
which science has not yet thought out
a cure.*— To/fc with a Physician.
His Wife Was Healthy.
"I notice in the papers,* remarked
the editor-in-chief to the funny man,
“an assertion to the effeot that the
wives of all American humorists are in-
valids.”
“Yes,” replied the funny man, “I
have seen it, but it is not a fact. My
wife is in good health."
“So I should suppose,” responded
the editor. “If the wiVes of all Amer-
ican humorists are invalids, your wife
’ ’ / ' I'J ' • ’
m
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BEN BUTLER.
He la Nominated for President by the
Natienal Anti-Monopoly Con-
vention.
Widen and Hendricks Indorsed by the
Democrats of New Jersey, Tir-
ginla, and Dakota.
ANTI-MONOPOLISTS.
Th«NatIonaI Convention at Chicago.
The National Anti-Monopoly Convention met
at Chicago on Wednesday. May U, and was
called to order by John F. Henry, of New York,
Chairman of the National Committee. After
congratulating them upon having met with the
Intendon of nominating a President of the
United States, he named A. J. Streeter, of Mer-
cer County, Illinois, as Temporary Chairman.
Mr. Streeter returned thanks for the honor con-
ferred upon him, and said he believed the honor
was not Intended for him personally, but for the
Industrial people of Illinois whom ho had tried
hard to serve.
The Secretary read the call, following which
motions were made that a delegate from each
State represented be nominated tor a Committee
on Credentials, Permanent Organisation. Plat-
form, and Vice Presidents. On motion of Mr.
Henry, of Now York, N. B. KJUman and B. F.
Shively were elected Temporary Secretaries,
and the roll of States was called. The follow-
ing were appointed members of the committees:
Platform. Credentials.
California, Mra M Todd. A D Wilson.
Kansas, W A Garretson. WJ Montgomery
Dlst. Columbia,.! A George. W W Jackson.
Massachusetts, ,C H Tichtman. W Lcampton.
Maryland, A J Wedderbnrn A J Wedderburn
Pennsylvania, Ogden Whitlock Ogden Whitlock
Colorado, It Schilling. R Schilling.
Oregon, A J Grover. 8 E Fisk.
Illinois, A J Streeter. B 8 Heath.
Indiana, M C Runkin. H R Harris.Iowa, K H Jagger. G N Norton.
Missouri, J F Crews. W G Willard.
Michigan, H Pratt. W Mills.
Nebraska, John Barnd 8 F Reynolds.
New York, W H Shape. J A Brawley.
Wisconsin, VJBlatz. H 8 Brown.
Vermont, N H Blauohard.N H Blanchard.
Daring a recess to await the reports of the oora-
mittecs, Mr. Root, of Nebraska, made a lengthy
speech, reviewing the powers of the monopo-
lies. Ho did not blame them for taking all they
conld get, bat he did blame the people for toler-
ating it. He was followed by Mr. Fogg, of
Michigan, who regarded Ben Butler as the great-
est friend of the working people, and said he
would l>e the nominee of the convention. He
would be nominated by other conventions,
and he believed that he would be the
next President of the United States.
Mr. Crooker followed. He said that dyna-
mite was the extract of tyranny, and that it
might be expected at any time. Dr. Julia Sev-
erance, of Milwaukee, said she did not think
they could expect their rights until they were
willing to accord woman her rights. Gen.
Weaver was called for, hut declined to speak, as
he was not a delegate.
The convention was again called to order.
Mr. Poet, for the Committee on Credentials, said
that the committee had decided that each dele-
gate should have bnt one vote, no matter how
many proxies he held. The report, after some
discussion, was adopted.
The following permanent officers were elected :
President, John F. Henry, of New York; Secre-
tarleSuMessrs. Shively and Klllman. Mr. Henry
took tne chair and called tor the report of the
Committee on Resolutions. “ Phodon” Howard
said that ho proposed to forestall any machine
resolutions, as was the case In most all conven-
tloaa, by offering one himself. He wanted to
explain that by profession he was a journalist
and a Bourbon Democrat, as well as an Anti-
Monopolist. He then moved that all resolutions
presented to the Committee on Platform should
ne read to the convention, to prevent being con-
signed to the waste basket. '1 h i resolution was
overwhelmingly defeated.
Charles H. Hitchman, of the Committee on
Platform, reported the following resolutions:
The AnU-Monopoly organlutlon of the Uni-
ted States, in convention assembled, declare
1. That labor and capital snonld he allies, not
emmles; and we demand justice for both by
protecting the rights of all as against privileges
for the few.
2. That corporations, the creatures of law,
should be controlled by law.
3. That we propose the greatest redaction
practicable In public expenses.
4. That in the enactment and vigorous execu
tion of just law
burdens,
IKJwers In
end we further declare:
5. That It is the duty of the Government to
immediately exercise Its constitutional preroga-
tives to regulate commerce among the States.
The great instruments by which this commerce
is carried on are transportation, money, and the
transmission of Intelligence. They are now
merdleaaly controlled by giant monopolies, to
the Impoverishment of labor, the crushing out
of healthful competition, and the flestrnctlon of
business security. We hold it, therefore, to he
the imperative and immediate duty of Congress
to past all needful laws for the control and
regulation of these great agents of commerce in
accordance with the oft-repeated decisions of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
6. That these monopolies, which exacted from
enterprise such heavy tribute, have also inflicted
countless wrongs upon the tolling millions of
the United States, and no system of reform
should commend Itself to the support of the
people which does not protect the man who
earns his bread by the sweat of his face.
Bureaus of labor statistics most bo established,
both State and national arbitration take the
m me i a -
J   equality of rights, equality of
equality of privileges, and equality of
l au citizens will be secured. To this
portotlon of foreign labor under contract be
made Illegal, and wnatever practical ret rma
may be necessary for the protection of united
labor moat he granted, to tne end that unto the
toiler shall be given that proportion of the profits
of the thing or value crested which his labor
bears to the cost of prod action.
7. That we approve and favor the passage of
an interstate commerce bill: navigable waters
should bo hnproveu by Government and be free.
H. We demand the payment of the bonded
debt as it falls due, the election of United State*
Senators by the direct vote of the people of
their respective States, a gradual Income tax,
«nd a tariff, which Is a tax up :n the people, that
shall be so levied as to bear lightly as possible
upon neoewarie* : we denounce the present tariff
as being largely In the interest of monopoly and
demand that It be speedily and radically re-
form d in the interest of labor instead of capital
0. That no further granta of public lands
shall be made to corporations. All enactments
granting land to corporations should be strictly
construed, and all fend granta should be for-
feited where the terms upon which the grants
were made have not been strictly complied with.
The pabllo lands must be held for homes for
actual »eitlera, and must not be subject to pur-
chase or control by non-resident foreigners or
speculators.
10. That wo deprecate the discriminating of
American legislation against the greatest of
American Industries, agriculture, by which it ha*
been deprived of nearly all beneficial legislation,
while forced to bear the brant of taxation, and
we demand for it the fostering oare' of Govern-
ment and the just recognition of Its Importance
In the development and advancement of oar
land, and we appeal to the American farmer to
oo-operate with ns in onr endeavors to advance
the national Interest* of the oonntry and the
overthrow of monopoly in every shape, when
and wherever found.
A wrangle at once ensned upon the adoption
of the resolutions, and one delega e wanted a
plank pat In on the election franohiso in the
District of Colombia, and a half dozen others
had planks to Insert Motions were made In
all quarters of the house, bnt the platform was
Anally adopted.
Nominations for Presldentof the United States
were declared in order. Mrs. Todd, of California,
placed in nomination Benjamin F. Butler, and
a dozen others spoke In favor of the General.
Mr. Blanchard, of Vermont nominated Gen.
Weaver. The Chairman announced that he had
Tb* nomination of Gen. Butler was made unan-i us. #
The convention then adjourned, subject to tne
call of the National Committee.
DEMOCBATIC STATE CONVENTIONS.
New Jersey.
' The New Jersey Democratic State Convention
met at Trenton, Gov. Bedle being chosen perma-
nent Chairman. District delegates were chosen
as follows:
First, A J. Steelman and Daniel F. Crtem;
Second, H. B. Smith and P. M. J. Smith: Third,
Willard Ross atod 8. W. Brown; Fourth, M. C.
wartz weller and Senator Carpenter; Fifth,
'liomaiThom s J. Flynn and Carmen F. Randolph :
Sixth, Assemblyman Harrigan and Gottfried
Krueger; Seventh, Oreafei Cleveland and Mar-
tin Helves. •
The platform adopted declares that under Re-
publican administration of national affairs labor
la unable to meet with fair wages; great public
criminals are unpunished througn delays or
actual connivance on the part of the Federal offi-
oers; that no goverment has the right to
bnrden Its people beyond the amount necessary
to pay its economical expenses and gradually
1 debt; that legislation Is
needed to protect home Industries, without pro-
extlngolsh the national
dnolng or fostering monopolies: that it is the
duty of every free man to help drive from power
the party who made triumphant the election
fraud of 1870. The platform also declares for
clvU-senrice reform, and concludes, while ad-
hering to the State enstom not to Instruct dele-
gates, with a resolution favoring Tilden and
Hendricks. _
Virginia. • . .
John T. Harris presided over the Virginia
Democratic State Convention, which assembled
at Richmond. Tilden and Hendricks were the
almost unanimous choice of the convention, and
all the delegates chosen to the national oonvew>
tlon will vote for them. The resolutions adopt-
ed congratulate the people upon the result of
the November election, which rescued the
State from the corrupt ring, and re-
stored control to the people; arraigns the
Republican party as the abettor of ring
rule In Virginia, and as the perpetrator
of the highest pabllo crime of the age -the
theft of the Chief Magistracy; denounces the
attempt made by leading Republican Senators
to ahow that the Danville riot was Instigated by
Democrats fo^the purpose of drawing the color
line; demands the unconditional and Immedi-
ate abolition of the Interaal-revenne system,
and favors tariff for revenue only. Tilden and
Hendricks were almost the nnanlmons choice of
the convention. _
Dakota Territory.
The Democrats of Dakota Territory gathered
in convention at Pierre to elect delegates to the
national convention for the first time. J. S.
Foster, of Mitchell, was made permanent Chair-
man. F. M. Zelb&ck and J. McCormick were
elected delegates to Chicago. The delegates go
nnlnstracted, bnt are understood to bo for
Tilden and Hendricks. The platform declares
for revenue reform and holds that the luxuries
of life should pay tho expenses of the Govern-
ment, and favors the bill pending before Congress
granting 160 tores of land to each Union soldier
of the late war. It also declares for civil service
reform and hard money, and opposes all sumpt-
uary laws,
THE PROHIBITIONISTS.
Michigan State Convention.
The Michigan Prohibitionists held a State
convention at Battle Creek for the purpose of
electing delegates to the national convention at
Pittsburgh, Jnly 23, and to consider the most
effective methods of hastening the advent of
prohibition in Michigan. The number of dele-
gates was 239, Including nine women. John
Russell of Detroit, presided. Delegates were
elected to the National Prohibition Convention,
to be held in Pittsburgh, Pa, July 23, and a
State Central Committee was chosen.
The resolutions adopted reaffirmed confidence
in the power of the State to suppress the liquor
traffic; In the Union Prohibition party of Mich-
igan and the National Prohibition Borne Pro-
tective party as the only competent political
agency to that end. A resolution approving
woman suffrage was adopted by 112 to 39 votes,
after a hot discussion, especially by the women
delegates. _
GBEKNBACKEKS.
TWO BUSY LIVES ENDED.
Death of Cyrus H. McCormick,
the Well-Known Reaper
Manufacturer.
Charles O’Conor, the Celebrated
jer, Joins the Silent Ma-
jority.
Cyras H. McCormick.
Cyrns Mall McCormick, the well-known
millionaire and inventor, and proprietor of
the famous McCormick reaper, died at his
home in Chicago on the 13th of May.
Cyrns H. McCormick was born in Rock-
bridge County, Va., Feb. 15, 1809, and was
consequently 75 years old. His parents
were of Scotch-Irish descent, and he inher-
ited from his father an inventive turn of
mind that did him great service while ho
was yet a young man. Bom on a farm, he
early saw that ngrioultnre was not keeping
pace with mechanics and manufactures in
inventions for the relief of labor, and when
15 years old he began his inventions for the
improvement of form work by constructing
a “cradle," which he used in the harvest
field with success. His father had previ-
ously invented a reaper, but, failing to at-
tain the snccess hoped for, it was laid
aside. The son observed the defects and pa-
tiently went to work to remedy them, ki
1831 he achieved his aim and gave to the
world the first practical reaping machine.
He built it with nis own hnna, and tested it
in the harvest field. Although successful
in his attempt, he did not at once embark
in the manufacture, but kept adding im-
provements from time to time. About this
period he became interested in the smelting
of iron, and engaged in that business until
reverses came upon him, and he removed to
Cincinnati in 1844, where he made arrange-
ments to manufacture the reaper. Two
years later, discovering Chicago to bo a
better field for the establishment of such a
business, ho at once began the work. In
1848 he made and sold 700 machines, in the
following year 1,500; since then the annual
sales have regularly and rapidly increased
until now not less than 50,000 are sold
every year. The Hon. Reverdy Johnson,
in an argument before tho Commissioner
of Patents in 1859, said that the McCormick
TARIFF LEGISLATION.
Provisions of Mr. Hewitt’s
New Revenue Bill.
mtatiye Hewitt's tariff hill, intro-
in Congress on the 12th inst, is
framed on a different principle from the
beheaded Morrison measnre, though it con-
tains many of the features of the latter, be-
sides many others. It is entitled “ A bill
to modify existing laws relating to duties
on imports and internal-revenue taxes
and to enlarge the free list." Extensive
additions to the free list are proposed. The
bill, after making modifications to simplify
the administmtion of the enstom laws,
provides that after the 30th of June, 1884,
the internal-revenue tax on brandy distilled
exclusively from apples, peaches, and
grapes shall be 10 cents on each proof
gallon or wine gallon when below proof.
After Jan. 1, 1885, no article mentioned in
Schedule I (cotton and cotton goods) shall
pay a higher rate of duty than 40 per cent
ad valorem; in Schedule J (hemp, Jute, and
flax) than 30 per cent.; in Scheaule
M (wool and woolens) than 70 per
cent; and carpets and caipeting shall
not pay a higher rate than 35 per cent, ad
valorem; and in schedules B ana C (earth-
enware and glassware, and metals) than 50
per cent On all articles, except those
specifically excepted, mentioned in Sched-
ule A (chemicals), D (wood), G (provisions),
M (hooks), N (sundries other than precious
stones), and E (sugar) there shall he levied
90 per cent, of duties now imposed. On
the articles in Schedule F (tobpeco) there
shall be levied 80 per cent, of the duties
now imposed. On still wines in casks the
duty shall be 40 cents a gallon. It repeals
tha clause of the law of 1883 which imposes
a tax of 0-10 of a cent per pound
on iron or steel rivet, screw, nail,
and fence wiro rods, round, in coils
and loops, valued at 34 cents or less per
pound, and authorizes the Secretary of the
Treasury to refund to any manufacturer of
fence -Vire or wire-haling ties the amount
of duties which may have been paid on im-
ported iron or steel wire-rods actually used
in the manufacture of fence aud baling ties.
The following articles are put on the free
list: Salt, in bags, sacks, barrels, or other
bulk; coal, slack or culm;
Nebraska State Convention.
The Nebraska Greenback State Convention
met at the Commercial Hotel In Lincoln, and
Saunders County. The delegates are sent unin-
stractod, but are supposed to favor Butier for
President. No vote for preference was taken.
wide reputation of his reaping-machine,
•rhaps no other name is more widely
town than that of C. H. McCormick.
elected the foiFowlng delegates to the national Mr. McCormick was an active politician,
convention to be held at Indianapolis: L. C. • and stood high m the councils of the Demo-
Pace, of Lincoln; C. W. Wheeler, of Nemaha; crtttic party, to which he adhered. In 1872
W. B._Plckett. of Butler Opnnty; Ed J. Hall, of he boljght the Interior, the organ of tha
Presbyterian Church in the West, and has
retained the ownership ever since. The
value of the estate left by the deceased is
estimated in the neighborhood of $20,000,-
000. Whatever the exact figures, he was
one of the wealthiest— if not the wealthiest
—men in Chicago.
packages, or in
_______________ coke; coal, bituminous or shale, provided
reaper had already contributed an annual this shall not apply to coal imported from
inepme to the whole country of $55,000,000, | Canada until that Government shall have
which must increase through all time. The ( exempted from the payment of duty all coal
world at large has not been slow to honor imported into that country from the United
Mr. McCormick for what he has done for States; timber, hewn and sawed, and tim-
agriculture. Medals and decorations have her used for spare and in building
been bestowed on him by the crowned heads wharves; timber, squared or sided, not
of Europe, and at every international world’s specially enumerated or provided for in
fair ever held he was awarded superior hon- ! this act; sawed hoards, plank, deals, and
ore for his inventions. | other lumber of hemlock, white wood, syca-
He was the founder of the Preebj-terian more, and basswood, and all other articles
Theological Seminary of the Northwest, of sawed lumber; hubs for wheels, posts,
and at its inception ‘bestowed $100,000 to last-blocks, wagon-blocks, ore-blocks, gun-
endow a professorship in it, and from time | blocks, heading-blocks, and all like blocks
to time, as occasion required, he increased or sticks rough hewn or sawed only; staves
his donations, so that they more than tripled of wood of all kinds; pickets and palings;
the original gift. Recently he learned that laths; shingles; fine clapboards; spruce clap-
tho seminary required enlargement and boards; wood, unmanufactured, not specially
houses for the professors, and gave $100,- 1 enumerated or provided for in this act; iron
000 for the purpose. Ho gave to the Wash- | ore, including manganiferous iron ore; the
ington and Leo College, of Virginia, and dross or residuum from burnt pyrites and
...... *’ ‘ * and iron pyrites; copper im-
of ores; lead ore and
nickel in ore, matter; chromate
or chromic ore; hay; chicory
root, ground or underground, bnmt
or prepared; acorns and dandelion
root, raw or prepared, and all other
articles used or intended to he nsed as coffee
x a Xieo v^ou i v uut, nuu uiun» vi icdiuu i l
few but himself know how many strugglingsulphur ore o
churches, colleges, and schools are indebtea ported in the form
to his generosity for means of maintenance. 1 lead dross; 
In view of his beneficence., and the world- of iron,
boastUd to death.
Terrible Accident on a Pennsylvania Railroad-
Fifteen Lives Sacrificed.
fPlttubnreh Telegram.]
A west-bound freight collided with the gravel -
train on tho Baltimore and Ohio Railroad one
mile east of Connellsvllle. A number of labor-
ers were killed and many were Injured.
The scene of the disaster is on a sharp curva
Just west of the Speer Sand Works. Tbe freight-
train was heavily laden with ore. The gravel-
train consisted of six cars. It contained
about fifty men from the Pittsburgh Sonthern
Road, and they were on their way to Ohio Pyle
Falls to work on the grading for a doable track
a of this dlvTflon the east en ivision. Both trains
were going at a high rate of speed and came
together with a terrible crash. The engines re-
mained on tho track and telescoped each other
Into the smokestacks, bnt the heavy tenders
jumped Into the air and fell tin freight tender
upon Its engine, and the gravel train tender
back upon the first car in the rear of It.
Here was the scene of death. Six men were
killed outright In this car. and four otheri fast-
ened down by the broken timbers were roasted
to death, the car catching lire from the over-
turned stove and burning up before the stupefied
survivors conld comprehend the awfnl situation
Three men
said that
water
been applied in time.
Tne wreck iteelf was a ghastly sight At the
side of the car that was burned could be seen
—sitting amid the glowing embers, twisted iron
rods, and dead ashes -three grinning skeletons,
one sitting bolt npright, apparently peering into
the flames that had smothered ont his life aa
well as those of his companions.
When the wreck was cleared away it was dis-
covered that twelve persons had been Injured
and fourteen more were dead or missing. The
bodies of ten of the dead have been recovered.
The others are supposed to have been complete-
ly consumed. Of those recovered only two
conld be positively Identified. The others were
so bnraea as to be shapeless. One of tbe injured
died on his way to the hospital making fifteen
deaths.
Death of One of M. Quod’s Characters.
[Detroit Telegram.]
David E. Harbangh, ex-Folice Justice of
Detroit, died this morning at the Pontiac
Insane Asylum. He was born in New Lis-
bon, Ohio, in 1808, and came to Detroit
forty-nine years ago. He practiced law,
became Collector of Internal Revenne, and
some years ago filled the office of Police
Justice. Mr. Harbangh had been made
famous all over the world by the Central
Station sketches of “ M. Quad,” the ha-
morist on the Detroit Free JVeee, whose
pen pictures of “ His Honor " and " Bijah,"
were grotesque caricatures of Mr. Harbangh
and the venerable police doorman, Abijah
Joy. The latter is still living here. Mr.
Harbangh became a mental wreck some
years ago, and has since been in the asylum.
Foot Hen Drowned.
(Duluth (Minn.) Telegram.]
The ferry-boat Mary Martini ran into a
skiff containing twenty or more men who
or as substitutes therefor, not specially enu-
merated or provided for in this act; jute,
jute-butts, flax-straw, flax not hackled or
dressed, tow of flax or hemp, hemp, manila,
and other like substitutes for hemp notspe-
cially enumerated or provided for; sunn, sisal
grass, and other vegetable substances not
specially enumerated or provided .for; bris-
tles; beeswax; lime; glycerine, crude; ex-
tract of hemlock and other bark used for
tanning not otherwise enumerated or pro-
vided for in this act; indigo, extract of, and
carmined; tartars, partly refined, including
Lee’s crystals; cement, Roman, Portland,
and all others; whiting and Paris white, dry;
Charles O’Conor.
The great jurist, Charles O’Conor, died in
Nantucket, Mass., on the 12th of May, after
a protracted illness. For more than a week 
he had taken no nourishment what- nitrate of potash or saltpeter; wood tar; coal
ever. His mind was clear to the last tar, crude; coal tar, products of, such as naph-
His dving words were simply “My God." , tha, benzine, benzole, dead oil, and pitch;
Mr. O’Conor was born of Irish parents in nil preparations of coal tar, not colors or
New York City. His father came to this dye, not especially enumerated or provided
country near the beginning of the century, for in this act; ochre and ochry earths,
shortlv before the birth of the son, and was nmber and umber earths, and sienna and
then in possession of much wealth. This sienna earths; all earths or clays nn wrought
he snbseqnentiy lost, and a consequence or unmanufactured not specially enumer-
was that tne son received a comparatively ated or provided for in this act; all barks,
limited edacation. In addition to the ordi- beans, berries, balsams, bnds, bulbs, and
nary branches of the primary schools, bulbous roots and excrescences, such as nut-
he obtained some instruction in galls, fruits, flowers, dried fibers, grains,
gums, and gum resins, herbs, leaves,
lichens, mosses, nuts, roots, and stems,
ipon spices vegetables, seeds (aromatic, not gar-
dis- 1 den seeds,) and seeds of morbid growth,
weeds, woods used expressly for dyeing,
and dried insects, any of the foregoing of
which have been advanced in value or con-
dition by refining or grinding or other proc-
ess of manufacture, and not specially enu-
merated or provided for in this act; iron or
steel sheets or plates, or toggera-iron coated
with tin or lead, or with a mixture of which
these metals are a component part, by dip-
ping or any other process, and commercial-
ly known as plates, terne plates, and
gere-in; wools of the third cla
known
animals
Latin from his father, and also in
French. la 1824 he was admitted
to the bar, and almost at once entered u
a large, successful, profitable, and
tinguished practice. The defects of educa-
tion he overcame by a life of study. He
devoted himself exclusively to the law, and
daring his fifty years of professional life
resisted every appeal and indneement to en-
gage in politics. For many years he was
confessedly at the head of the American
bar. As early as 1829 he had taken dis-
tinguished rank as a lawyer in the New
York courts. Since then he had been con-
spicuous before the country for his ability.
Eleven years ago he volunteered his serv-
ices, in the interest of public morals, to
prosecute the municipal officers of New
York City and county, accused with Tweed
in conspiring to plunder the public. His
services were all the more valuable in this
instance because the influence of his per-
sonal and professional character was almost
irresistible. The only official position be
ever held was the office of United
States District Attorney of New York;
this place he accepted at the per-
sonal request of President Pierce, but
resigned it after a year’s service. He was •
member of the conventions which framed
the Constitutions of Nflw York in 1846 and
in 1864. He was an able constitutional
lawyer. Mr. O’Conor was an intense Demo-
crat on all questions of constitutional in-
ss, commonly
as carpet wools; asphaltum; living
;copperas, or sulphate of iron; mi-
croscopes imported by physicians for pro-
fessional use, and not for sale; copper in
, old copper, regulns of coingots
skins; rags; books in foreign
terpreti
ereignt
sr; goat-
_ Qguages,
and professional books not published in the
United States, imported in single copies,
for nse and not for sale; crude
borax, refined borax, and boracio ac-
id; grindstones in the rough; stones,
unmanufactured or undressed, freestones,
granite, sandstone, and all building or mon-
mental stone, except marbl# not specially
enumerated or provided for; paintings in
oil and end water colon and statuary, not
otherwise provided for; osier or willow pre-
pared for basket-makere* use; waste ana all
itation. The doctrine of State sot- I raw and nmnanafactured material not spe-
tate rights was often
ably- discussed
a y and S en and
u sed by him. In 1872 he was
nominated for President by the anti-
Greeley Democrats, who held a con-
vention in Louisville, and also by
the Labor Reform Convention, which met
in' Philadelphia, bnt peremptorily de-
clined to be a candidate under any
circumstances. His ambition was con-
fined solely to his profession, where he was
eminently successful.
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
Kalamazoo is inclined to bid for the
Michigan Soldiers' Home.
Michigan bos applied for 10,00t feet of
jpace in the Louisville Exposition.
It looks as though Detroit has no notion
of making an effort to secure the next State
Fair.
TBS engine house at the Naomi Mine, a!
Iron River, was burned. Loss $10,000; in-
surance $4,000.
Thebe were twenty-two fires in the Sag-
inaw Valley cities in April, with aggregate
losses of $126,075.
The excavation for the new Court House
at Adrian is completed and the work of lay-
ing the foundations commenced.
July 1, Seligman's Bank of Commerce
will be merged into the East Saginaw Bank-
ing Company, with a capital of $500,000,
all paid up.
The citizens of Adrian gave their band
boys, who recently returned from New Or-
leans with “ the world’s prize," a benefit
which realized $405.
Mr. and Mrs. John Castle, of Linden,
while out riding met with a serious accident,
the result of fractiousness in a young horse.
Mr. Castle had his left arm broken and
Mra. Castle sustained a serious wound of
the thigh.
George Osborn, toll-collector at Port-
age Lake bridge, in the Lake Superior cop-
per country, was shot and instantly killed
while attempting to collect toll. The per-
petrators are unknown. Three suspects
have been arrested.
Edward Delaney left the village of
Freeland for his homo about dark in the
evening. Soon after leaving for home his
team ran away, throwing him out. The
wheel struck his head, crushing his skull
and killing him instantly.
The State Salt Inspectors report for April
shows the following number of barrels in-
spected in the respective counties:
Bay ........................................ M 419
Saginaw .......................... 40,97*
Huron ...................................... to, 385
Iosco ....................................... 11.**
Mi> l land ........... 2,387
Manistee ................................... M*
St. Clair ................ 8.702
Total ................................... 1M,MS
A man named Donaldson, employed at
Bordwell's Opera Homo, East Saginaw, had
a quarrel with his wife shortly after mid-
night, in the wine-room of that institution.
The irate wife obtained an English bull-
dog five-shooter and discharged it at her
husband’s face at a distance of a few feet,
but succeeded merely in chipping a piece of
his right ear, aud filling his face with pow-
der. She disappeared before daylight
The husband will try to get possession of
their 7-year-old child.
A Detroit dispatch says: Joseph Chore-
loes has of late acted strangely and ap-
peared insane on religious topics. About 2
o’clock in the morning Mrs. Bolg?r, hi*
landlady, was awakened and saw Choreloe*
standing in her room. After threatening to
kill her he jumped into the cradle which
contained two babies. Next he rushed into-
another room and nearly choked ayonng
girl to death. Mrs. Bolger went to the
young girl’s rescue and received a sever*
wound from a stick of wood. At last three
boarders and her husband came to her as-
sistance and locked Choerloes in a room,
but he broke the door, tore the top off a table,
and seized a chair, with which he attacked
them all. Bolger fired a revolver, shooting
him in the breast. He ran ont and finally
fell fainting on a doorstep. Two of the
boarders were injured, aud one had his nose
nearly cut off.
Health In Michigan.
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lanslnjr,
by observers of diseases in different parts of the
State show the principal diseases which caused
most sickness In Michigan during tbe week
ending May 10, 1884, as follows. Number of ob-
servers beard from, 43:
Disease* In Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.
1' Rheumatism ..............
2 Intermiaont fever.
sINeuraigU ..........
4 Bronchitis .........
6 Consumption of lungs...
elTonsUltls ............
7|Dlarrtiea .............
sjKeralttent fever .....
0 Influenza ............
10 Erysipelas .......... ......
11 Pneumonia...
12 Boarlct fever..
13 Measles .......
14 Inflammation of kidneys.
15| Whooping cough .........
16 Diphtheria ................
17 Inflammation of bowels..
W Typbo-malarlal fever ..
19Tvpboid fever (enteric)...
Membraneous croup. . . .
21 Inflammation of brain..
22;Cholera morbus ........
23Dvscntery ..............
24 ' Pu erpera I fever.
daily provided for by the existing law.
Sec. 8 abolishes all fees, and the oaths re-
quired by existing laws relating to the en-
try of goods are abolished, and it is pro-
vided that where such fees constitute all or
part of the compensation of any such officer
the latter shall receive in lieu thereof a fixed
salary. It is further provided that the Sec-
retary of the Treasury shall grant permis-
sion to any firm or corporation to with-
draw from bond alcohol or any spirits con-
taining alcohol, subject to the internal rev-
enne tax, in specific quantities, of not less
than 300 proofgallons, without payment of
internal revenne tax on same or on the
For tbe week ending May 10, 1884, the reports
Indic ate that conaumption, diarrhea, bronchitis,
and scarlet fever increased, and that influenza
decreased in area of prevalence.
At the State capital tbe prevailing winds dur-
ing tbe week ending May 10 were northeast;
and, compared with tbe preceding week, the
temperature was slightly higher, the day and
the night ozone more, and the absolute and re-
lative humidity considerably more.
Including report* by regular obaervers and
others, diphtheria was reported present during
the week ending M*v lo. and since. at 10plao«,
namely. Albion, Calumet, Corunna. Detroit,
Dowagiac. East Saginaw, Farmington. J
Kalamazoo, Linden. Ludlngton, Pont!
Huron. Rohnl, Texas, and Meat "
8. '
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Henry Fralick, of Grand Rapids, re-
presenting the owners of property along
the branch of the Chicago & West Michi-
gan Railroad from this sity to Nunica,
which has been abandoned for the past
two or three years and the track taken up,
will commence salt in the United States
Coart to compel the railroad company to
relay and open the deserted road unless
the company do so without legal coersion.
The people along the road graded the bed
when it was laid and provided many of the
ties, and, in some cases, raised money as a
bonus. They will join issue and raise funds
to prosecute the case.
The following appeared in the Detroit
New of May 10. Yesterday at Bucyrus,
Ohio, during the testing of the water
works put in by Mac Walker, of Fort
Huron, eight streams were thrown over
100 feet high at the same moment. The
steamer was brought out eYcntually, to
show Mac how to "squirt,’’ and after
throwing equal distances some minutes,
Walker turned on six streams from the
works throwing them all further than the
steamer. A two inch stream was also
thrown over 300 feet. The system so
successfully inaugurated here includes
over 10 miles of wooden pipe manufac-
tured by the Michigan pipe company, of
Bay City, and with a pressure of 160
pounds it did not show a leak.
There is one lesson which girls of al-
classes will doj well to learn as soon
as possible. It is that they cannot
afford to make "acquaintances” by cor-
respondence, or to meet, go out with, or
in fact, have anything to do with men
about whose character and antecedents
they know nothing. The would-be-
"mashers” who get up flirtations on the
street, or write ambiguous letters to work-
ing girls who advertise for situations, are
invariably a shiftless and dispicable set.
Not only are they worthless for "com-
pany,” but they are also as "scant” of
money as they are of brains. Girls will
consult their self respect and future hap-
piness by giving such fellows a wide
berth. There are plenty of desirable
young men left in the world whose ac-
quaintance can be made under proper safe-
guards.
P. T. Barnum says he expects to make
a million dollars the coming season. A
committee of merchants recently called
upon him and asked him to reduce his
business experience to writing for the ben-
eSt of posterity. Mr. L’arnum agreed to
do so and it will be printed in book form.
One thing, however, he said he would
tell them: "You do not any of you adver-
tise enough. You ought to invest in
printer’s ink every day. You are asleep
and want your business to run Itself. The
man who for a year resides in a commun-
ity and leads a icpu able life, even though
he be of moderate ability, will grow in
the confidance and esteem of his fellows.
On the same principal a newspaper adver-
tisement becomes familiar in the eyes of
the reader and Its presence in the columns
of a newspaper inspires confidence in the
stability of the advertiser.”
Mr. 0. Breyman Merchants Despatch
Agent gives notice that no more freight
delivered at any of the Company’s New
York Stations will be diverted to the West
Shore Railroad hereafter.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Stefl'ens, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m.,
and 2 p. m. Sunday School 3 :80. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Re-
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, "The ascension of
our Lord.” Afternoon, "Self-examina-
tion before partaking of the Lord’s sup-
per.”
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:36 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Preaching in
the morning by Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl, of
Troy, Mo.; In the evening by Rev. Arne
Yennema, of New Paltz, N. Y. Infant
baptism at morning service. Congrega-
tional singing led by the choir. Open-
lag anthems morning and evening.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. m. Suaday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prpyer meeting, Thursday ovenlng at 7:86.
Morning, "The ascension gifts of Christ.”
Afternoon, "A preparatory sermon.” ’ '*
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:39 a.m., and2p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
"Christ’s ascension full of instruction and
consolation.” Afternoon, "God’s rlcb-
aess of grace poured out on them who
believe in His name.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at 9 a. m., 1:30 and 7 p. m. The
serf Ices will bo conducted by Rev. J. A.
Do Bruyn, pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:89.
Quarterly meeting. Rev. R. C. Crawford,
of Grans Rapids, will preach on Satur-
day at 2:80 p. m. and on Sunday morning
and evening. Love feast at 9:80 Sunday
morning.
—
In regard to the Comedy Co.* that plays
here next Wednesday evening we clip the
following : "There was uproarous laughter
at the Academy of Music last night, over
Webber’s impersonation of "Nip” the de-
tective, in the play of "Nip and Tuck.”
What there is in the plot seems designed
exclusively to bring oat the idiosyncracies
of Nip and Tack, who are sharp practi-
tioners and given to taking advantage of
each ether as well as their patrons. The
fun is uproarious and we have never heard
more hearty explosions of laughter than
we heard last night at the Academy of
Music. - - Cleveland Ptaindealer.
Grand Haven,
At Kirby’s yard the frame is up for the
new steambarge, to take the place of the
lost H. C. Akoley and work Is progressing
as fast as circumstances will permit.
Blanche Akeley, daughter of ex-
Mayor Akeley, died last Saturday after a
short illness of typhoid malaria. Her fun-
eral took place on Monday last and was
largely attended. Blanche was a bright
girl and a general favorite.
The schooner Driver which has been re-
paired at Robertson’s yard was success-
fully launched on Tuesday last. Mr.
Robertson has the frame up for Capt. Van
der Hoef’s new steam yacht, which he cal-
culates will beat any thing of her size on
the lakes.
The house and barn of Fred D. Vos,
corner of Fulton Avenue and Griffin
street, burned to the ground last Monday
noon. The furniture and contents were
mostly saved, although some of it badly
damaged. The premises were well in-
sured so that Mr. Vos’ loss is not so very
heavy. • __ P.
S. B. Durfey, mate of steamer Arizona,
had his foot badly jammed, Thomas’ Ec-
lectric Oil cured it. Nothing equal to it
for a quick pain reliever.
Sioklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
Notice.
A meeting of the Fishermens’ Associa-
tion will be held at the rooms of Eagle
Fire Engine Co., No. 1, on Saturday even-
ing, May 24th at 8 o’clock. Let-us have a
full meeting of the members. The viola-
tions of law continue and it is important
for the association to take action as it was
organized to act, and to have the funds
collected. CH AS. SCOTT, PrMi&nf.
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-
wash brushes, call at
Kremers & Banos.
SUMMER HAS COME!
— and —
G. STEKETEE & BOS
bare a loll line of
SUMMER DRESS GOODS,
— and —
Straw Hats of all Descriptions !
A large variety of
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
Also a very large and asaorted Block of
IDH/Y- Q-OOIDS
\t bleb we intend to keep aa complete aa pou
elble embracing alt the tbe latcet and beat made
fabnee.
We have In stock conetantly
FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior Block of Canned Good*. '
PLUG TOBACCO!
We are agents for the Celebrated “Duck” Brand
of Plug Tobacco. Every easterner buying this to-
bacco baa a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
DECORATED AND PLAIN FLOWER POTS.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C. STEKETEE & BOS.
Holland. May 22, 1834. 30-ly
The Great Events of History In One Volume.
FAMOCS DECISIVE
Of the World. By CAPT. KING, U. 8. A.
HISTORY FROM THE BATTLE FIELD.
hhowa how nations have been made or destroyed
in a day— how Fame or disaster has turned on a
single contest, A Grand Book for Old or Young-
saves time, aids the memory, gives pleasure and
instruction. Maps and Fine iHunrations.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. Send
for description and terms. Address:
J. C. McCpbpt & Co., Philadelphia.
A. F. SLOOTER,
(Successor to L. T. Kantcrs,)
DEALER IN,, ,
Confectionery,
Stationery,
Blank Books.
CIO- -A. E/S,
And Foreign and Domertio Fruit*
Onr handsome Ice Cream Parlors are being re-
fitted and will be, when completed, the most mag-
nificent of any in the city.
Cool and refreshing Soda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountain la the city can be ob-
tained at my store.
Proposed Improvement of
Cedar Street Special As-
sessment District and
Tenth Street Spec-
ial Assessment
District.
Citt of Holland, I
Clerk’s Office, May 13, 1884. f
Notice is hereby given that the Uommon Coun-
cil of the City of Holland have caused to be made
and deposited with the city clerk for public ex-
amination, profiles, diagrams and estimates for ths
proposed grading of a part of Cedar street in said
city, to-wii: from Seventh to Twelfth street and a
part of Tenth street In said city, to-wit: from west
flue of Chicago and Lake Michigan Hallway to
Maple street.
1st. That that part of Cedar afreet lying be-
tween the center of Seventh and the north line of
Twelfth street be graded the whole width thereof,
and that that part of Tenth street lying between
the west line of the right of way of the Chicago
and Lake Michigan Railway and the center of
Maple street be graded the whole width thereof,
and that the grade of said parts of said streets be
made in accordance with profiles and diagrams of
said grade to be adapted by the Common ConnciL
2nd. That the expense of making said grade
and all expense connected therewith be defrayed
by a special assessment according to frontage up-
on the lots and lands lying and abnttlng upon said
parts of said streets, except the Intersections of
Seventh, Tenth and Eleventh streets where they
c:ou said part of said Cedar street, and the inter-
sections of Market, Pine and Maple streets, whbre
they cross said part 6t Tenth street, and the public
square abutting on aaid part of Tenth street, tw
expense of which ts to be defrayed by the City of
Holland and paid out of the general fund of said
city unless otherwise provided by the Common
Council
3rd. That the lots and lands upon which said
special assessment shall be levied for the gradlug
and expense of said part of Codar street shall in-
clude lots 8 and 9 in block 32, lots 8 and 9 in block
35, lots 8 and 9 in block 42, lots 8 and 9 in block 45,
lots 8 and 9 In block 50, lots 16 and 1 in block 49,
loft 16 and 1 In block 46, lots 16 and 1 In block 41,
lots 16 and 1 In block 36, lots 16 and 1 in block 31,
and the Intersections of Seventh, Tenth and Elev-
enth streets, where they cross said part of Cedar
street, or such subdivisions of said lots and lands
as lay and abutt upon said part of said street, and
that the lota and lands upon which said special as-
sessment shall be levied for the grade and expense
of said part of Tenth street shall include lots 9, 10.
11. 12. 13. 14. 15 and 16 In block D, west addition,
lots 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 in block E, west ad-
dition. loU 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17 and 18 in
block 39, lots 9. 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3. 2 and 1 in block 47,
lots 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 In block 40, lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14. 15 and 16 in block 41, lots 8, 7. 6, 5, 4. 3, 2 and 1,
In block 46, lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in
block 42, lots, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 8, 2 and 1 In block 45,
lots 5 and 6 in block 43, and lots 6, 5, 4 and 3 in
block 44, the intersections of Market, Pine and
Maple streets, where they cross said part of Tenth
street, and the two public squares abutting npon
said part of said Tenth street, or sach suodlvis-
lens of said loti and lands as are lying and abut-
ting thereon.
4th. That the said lots, lands and premise! be-
fore mentioned and described, lying and abutting
upon said part of said Cedar street, together with
the said street Intersections crossing said part of
said street, ahall be designated and the same are
declared to be a Special Street District for tbe pur-
poses of special assessment, to defray the expense
and cost of said grade, to be known as Cedar
Street Special Street Assessment District, and
that the said lots, lands and premises, street inter-
sections and pnblic squares before mentioned, set
forth and described, lying and abatting upon said
part of Tenth street, or such subdivision thereof
as are lying and abutting thtreon, shall be desig-
nated and the same are declared to be a Special
Street District, for the purpose of special assess-
ment to defray the expense and cost of said grade,
to be known as Tenth Street Special Street Assess-
ment District.
That said improvements were determined npon
by the Common Council at their meeting of May
13th, 1894, at which meeting it was
Jfeso/twf, That on Tuesday, the 3d day of June,
1884, the Common Council will meet at their
rooms to consider anyobjectlons t« said estimates,
plans and profiles that may be made.
By order of the Common Council.
GEO. H. BIPP, CUri.
J. W- BOSMIAN.
Merchant Tailor,
and dealer in
Ready-Made Clothing,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
A large and very fine line of
SUITHsTO-S
havo lust been received and all who dcsire-a good
CUSTOM-MADE suit of Clothes will do well to
GIVE ME A CALL.
Our large stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.
Examine our Goods before purchas-
ing elsewhere.
J. w. BOSMAN,
Holland, Mich., April 23, 1884. IMy
Otto Breyman
- Dealer in -
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
iilnnw, fliUnn, ui racy Goods,
Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices,
The largest aslbrtment of
3D I A. M O 3ST 3D XI X £7 Gt S
ever displayed la this City.
I also keep on hand a large aseortmeot of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to bejustaa represented.
I am prepared te do repairing and engraving
promptly and in the best manner.
Come and examine onr itock. No
trouble to show Goods.GIVE &£E A. OAXjXj.
A F SLOOTER, 1 O. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich., May 18, 1884. - iMm • I Holland, MIcIl, May 12. 1884. 49-lf
E. HEROLD
has just received • large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen’s
BOOTS & SHOES
among which are the celebrated
GROVER HAND SEWED
SHOES.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
CALL AND SEE US’
NO. 48, EIGHTH STREET.
E.HEROLDj
Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.
Lumbago, Sciatica and
umuNerv0US Headache.
Their complete and perfect cure accom.lEBVlHE pliahed in a few hours, with a degree
of ceruinty that challenges dispute. Foraale by
all druggists. Price 91. Ask for circular.
JAMES E. DAVIS Sc CO., Agents, Dmorr.
ANDERSON’S CAMPING GROUND.
A considerable number of lots of sufficient alze
fora summer residence, and beautifully located on
tne south side of and fronting on Macatawa Bay,
Immediately east of Hcott’a Hotel, being one half
a mile from Lake Michigan, are offered for sale to
the public at terms within the reach of all who de-
sire a healthy and pleasant summer resort. Those
applying first will have the largest number to se-
lect from. For lurtber particulars apply by mall
ABEND VIS8CHER,or in person to
12-4t Holland, Mich.
AYER’S
restores, with the gloss and freshness of
youth, faded or gray hair to a natural, rich
brown color, or deep black, as may be desired.
By iu use light or red hair may be darkened,
thin hair thickened, and baldness often,
though not always, cured.
It checks falling of the hair, and stimu-
lates a weak and sickly growth to vigor. It
prevents and cures scurf and dandruff, and
heals nearly every disease peculiar to the
scalp. As a Ladles' Hair Dressing, the
Vigor is unequalled ; it contains neither oil
nor dye, renders the hair soft, glossy, and
silken In appearance, and imparts a delicate,
agreeable, and lasting perfume. >
Mb. C. P. Bricher writes from Kirby, O.,
July 3, 1882 : “ Last fall my hair commenced
falling out, and In a short time I became
nearly bald. I used part of a bottle of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, which stopped the fall-
ing of the hair, and started a new growth. I
have now a full head of hair growing vigor,
coaly, and am convinced that but for the
use of your preparation 1 should have been
entirely bald.”
J. W. Bowen, proprietor of the McArthur
(Ohio) Enquirer, says : “ Ayer’s Hair Vigor
is a most excellent preparation for the hair.
I speak of It from my own experience. Its
use promotes the growth of new hair, and
makes It glossy and soft. The VIGOR Is also
a sure cure for dandruff. Not within my
knowledge has the preparation ever failed
to give entire satisfaction."
Mr. Axods Fairbairn, leader of the
celebrated "Fairbairn Family" of Scottish
Vocalists, writes from Boston, Mast., Feb. 6.
1880 : “ Ever since my hair began to give sil-
very evidence of the change which fleeting
time procureth, I have used Ayer’s Hair
Vigor, and so have been able to maintain
an appearance of youthfulness— a matter of
considerable consequence to ministers, ora-
tors, actors, and In fact every one who lives
iu the eyes of the public."
Mrs. O. A. Prescott, writing from 18 Elm
Sty Charleitoum, Mats., April 14, 1882, says :
Two year* ago abont two-thirds of my hair
came off. It thinned very rapidly, and I was
NEW FIRM!
F. PRUTS & CO.,
Have just received a new stock of
DryGoods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
Highest market prices paid for
Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.
Give us a Call!
At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28 1883. 8-ly
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in-
formation apply lo Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
er to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store. .
Genuine Cyclone
is going on In the stock of
Dry Ooods & Groceries,
at the store of
Hair Vigor D WYNHOFFf    I I N l.l w I I I
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., in endless variety.
A fall and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im-
provement onfall other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge,
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, Jane 14, 1888.
completely covered with short hair,
continued to grow, and is now as good a«
was
ha* U B.u« •»«. .« «•.« <~.
before It fell. I regularly used but one bottle
of the Vioob, but now use It occasionally as
a dressing."
We bare hundreds of similar testimonials
to the efficacy of Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It
needs but a trial to convince the most skepti-
cal of its value.
PREPARED DY
Dr. J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.
STOPPED FREE
Mmry*U%t ntectu.
Insane Parsons Restored
'fro# Brain fit Nrrvbi Diseases. Only tun
'ru day's un. Treatise and $i trial bottle free tofirst  ft
FUj^tienB. they paying^exjtress charges onboxwhen
I afflicted to Da.^LfrfE.on Arch Sr'Philadeiphla.pl
Druggists. BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.
12-ly
LIVE!
pm him
Secure Healthy
notion to the 14 vat
relieve all bil*
Jous troubles.
tally TtiitiUi; Vo Mpbg. MmBo. Anfonllfc
1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, BILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROipERIEB,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Water Preofs, Hoep Skim, Buitlei, Cer-
sets, and Hair Goods.
Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, Card
board and canvas.
LAS. VAN DM SERGE,
ETatXSTZX STREET. - !L - HQMsAUB JtflOK-
_________
JOTTINGS.
The Board of Review was In session
(bis week.
Thursday the thermometer registered
80 degrees in the shade.
A number of traveling beggars have
been asking alms in enr city recently.
The tourist and the angler are begin-
log to make their appearance in our midst.
It is expected that the Park Hotel at
MacatawaPark will be opened on Mon-
day, May 20.
Farmers are very busy and our streets
do not present as lively an appearance as
they otherwise would.
N
Another week of steady work will lay
the pipes for our water works.
Last evening was the “closing night”
for this season at our skating rink.
Wheat on the farm of Mr. Sprik, of
Vriesland, has commenced to head out
Another "Auction Store” is in full
blast at the old store formerly occupied by
J. W. Btsman.
Quite a large number of emigrants
from Holland, Europe, have arrived in
this city recently.
A cry now goes forth for the muzzling
or shooting of the numerous worthless
dogs that roam through our city.
It Is reported that Rev. E. C. Oggel, of
Chicago, 111., has accepted the call he re-
which weighed 26 pounds. j ,iT expected that the steamer A. B.
Taylor will commence making regular
Mr. W. J. Scott has moved into his new
hotel near Macatawa park, and will soon
be ready for the accomodation of guests.
By request of families Infant Baptism
will be administered at Hope Reformed
Church next Sabbath at the morning ser-
vice.
A “bum boat,” so-called, is in course oh
construction at the ship yard on the north
side of the Bay. We predict a short life
for that Institution. /
trips between this city and Chicago next
week.
An auction sale will take place at the
late residence of Reinderd Plosgsma, at
Nykerk, on Friday next, May 30. See
notice elsewhere.
If the young swains and lasses don’t
stop making the school house steps and
yard a place of resort, the authorities
threaten to make trouble.
Last Tuesday evening Mr. L. T. Ran-
ters left this city for Chicago. Mr. Ran-
ters will commence work on the shore pro-
tection of the property of his father, Mr.
R. Ranters.
. Last Monday Messrs. Bertsch & Ryder
took possession of the Park Hotel at Mac-
atawa Park and moved in “bag and bag-
gage.’’ They will be settled and open to
the public next week.
Quite a number of the young people of
this city gathered at Scott's Hotel last
Monday night and spent the evening in
social enjoyment. It was the anniver-
sary of their host’s marriage.
Mr. J. Ruite is erectiig a neat aid
very commodious cottage at Macatawa
Park. It is located in a very pleasant and
desirable place and will be so arranged as
to accommodate five individual parties of
campers.
Mack Walker has commenced work
on his contract for building the engine
and pump house for our system of water
works. The pumps, boilers, smoke stack
and all necessary machinery are here and
awaiting the completion of the building.
Last Monday the laborers who are em
ployed digging trenches for the laying of
pipe for water works in this city, struck
for $1.50 per day. They were getting
$1.25 and were disatisfied. The matter
was amicably settled, and all the men
went to work again at the same wages on
Tuesday morning.
Dr. Wm. Van Putten returned this
week with Marinus, the blind son of our
banker, Mr. Jacob Van Putten, from Cin-
cinnati. The doctor took the unfortunate
young man to a medical college in that
city for advice as to the treatment of his
eyes. We are told that the physicians gave
very little encouragement and stated that
a year or fifteen months would have to
elapse before anything defflnite could be
stated.
On last Wednesday night at about 11
o’clock several of our “smart” city youths
set out with a keg of beer to “paint the
town red.” They got no further than the
Union School building, however, where
they amused themselves by breaking out
windows and making night generally hide-
ous with them drunken brawls. On
Thursday George Deming was arraigned
before Justice Post, plead guilty to the
offence, and was fined to the extent of nine
dollars. We understand that warrants are
to be issued for the rest of the gang and
we hope to see them properly punished.
We are pleased to announce that our
band has been reorganized for this sum-
mer’s business, and that arrangements
have been completed to run a series of
boat excursions to Macatawa Park dur-
ing the season. It is to be hoped that this
project may receive the hearty support It
deserves, as it is with considerable effort
that the band organization is kept up,
and the "band boys” have; as yet, only
realized part of the amount they advanced
last year for music and outfit. A general
interest should be taken in this matter
here, as a liberal encouragement and pat-
ronage on the part of our citizens will
place the band out of debt, and give us
one of the best musical organisations in
this part of the state. The ipuiio for
Decoration Day exercises nextFrlday wilt
be furnished free of charge, and the first
band excursion will be given on the ove-
nmg.of that day, on the steamer Maca-
tawa. The boat will leave the dock at
7:30 p. m. and return at ten o’clock,
John G. Lee, of the News-Journal of
Grand Haven, has commenced suit against
Messrs. Kedzie & Kedzie of the Herald for
libel, alleging damages at $10,000.
Col. Joseph Fisk, an old resident ot
Allegan, and the contractor who built the
railroad between Allegan and Muskegon,
died last Tuesday morning at the age of
74 years.
The foundation for the new “finishing
building” which is being built on the cor
nerof Maple and Eightn streets by the
Cappon & Bertsch Leather Company is
nearly finished.
Rev. Albert Pfanstiehl, of Troy,
Mo., will preach in Hope Reformed
Church lext Sabbath morning. In the
evening Rev. Ame Vennema, of New
Paltz, N. Y., will officiate.
Don’t fail to see the comedian Harry
Webber and the amusing exploits of the
wily detectives, "Nip and Tuck” next
Wednesday evening. They advertise their
office at No. 6% Shadow street, Dark
Square.
At the congregational meeting held in
Hope Reformed Church last Friday eve-
ning, repairs and improvements were
voted to the extent of about $350. A
committee was appointed to solicit funds,
of which C. A. Dutton is chairman.
Last week Thursday Mr. Leendert Va:
Putten of this city was married to Miss
Henrietta Balgooyen, of Grand Haven, by
the Rev. R. Duiker. The young couple
will make Holland their future home.
The News wishes the happy pair a lon^
and successful voyage through life. /
One of our local physicians was the re-
cipient of a large and very nice looking
fish Ibis week. The doctor was much
pleased with his present and says that al-
though it was not a black bass it tasted
like one. “Where ignorance is bliss ’tis
folly to be wise” doctor, but that fish was
certainly a “sheep head.”
The appropriation for Holland harbor
as finally reported is $15,000. /
Rev. Ame Vennema and wife, of New
Pnltz, N. Y., are visiting their parents in
this city.
Lost:— In this city a gold sleeve bat-
ton. The finder will be rewarded by
leaving the same at this office.
John Duursema, of Fremont, was in
the city this week buying potatoes. John
says that potatoes are scarce where he
lives.
L C. SEARS,
dealer la
A. IsTEW
and very fine line of
M l Sill Heal, ^
List ef letters remaining In the Pest
Office at Holland, Mich., May 22, 1884:
M. F. White, 2.
Wm. Verbrek, P. M.
l^TJTTOU,
BOBK. and
always on hand-
Borders.
HI
Fish, Poultry and Game
in their season.
Muskegon Courant is the name of a
Holland piper published at Muskegon by
J.Hulit. The paper is neatly printed uid | ]lTI illl flUlt Srili Ssf 111 tlUl Ittbt
as far as we are able to judge is ably
edited.
Don’t fail to attend the meeting of the
Fishermen’s Association te-night at the
rooms of Eagle Fire Engine Co., No. 1.
Prompt action Is to be taken toward stop-
log all fishing with nets.
The teachers and pupili of the public
schools will give an ice cream and straw-
berry festival at Lyceum Hall on Saturday
evening, May 31, for the benefit of the
schools. All interested are invited todo-
what they can.
- 
This week Mr. W. P. Scott took pos-
ession of Scott’s Hotel on the corner of
Ninth and Fish streets. This hotel has
bten thoroughly renovated and re-furn-
ished this spring, and Is now in first-class
order. Mr. Scott is an accommodating and
obliging young man and will do all that
lays within his power for the comfort and
pleasure of his guests.
The Chicago & West Mich. R’y will
sell tickets to the National greenback
Convention to be held at Indianapolis,
May 28 for one fare. Tickets are good
for returning until June 5tb. Through
parlor cars will be furnished and no extra
charge will be made lor seats. The trains
will leave as set forth In our corrected
time card on first page.
Messrs. Steketee & Bos. have a new
advertisement in this issue which we ask
all our readers to read. They have an ele-
gant stock of summer dress goods and
straw hats which they are selling at the
bottom notch in prices. Decorated and
plain flower pots, canned goods, hosiery,
table linen, sheetings, and numerous other
articles are embraced in their large stock
of merchandise. Give them a call.
eat delivered to any part of the
City fro# of charge.
GIVE ME A CALL!
L. C. SEARS,
Holland, Apr. 8, ’84. w.lr
BABY CARRIAGES,
BABLOB
SUITES,
- LOUNGES, -
and a general line of furniture, Just re-
ceived at the
Cheap Cash Stare
Meyer, Brouwer & Go,
Holland, Mich., March 20. 1884. 8-2m
H. WYKHUYSEN
—dealer la-
Harry Webber’s Comedy Company
plays next Wednesday evening, May 28,
at Lyceum Hall Opera House. The play
they give details the adventures of two de-
tectives, Nicholas Nip and Tracer Tuck,
under the firm name of “Nip & Tuck,”
and is said to be full of amusing sur-
prises, plots, dilemmas, and traps laid by
the clever detectives. The company has
just finished a tour through Indiana and
Illinois, and is new playing a week’s en-
gagement in Chicago. They were to pass
through here to Muskegon with an open
date, on account of which they were se-
cured for an entertainment in this city.
The reserved seat diagram will be open
two days in advance at Breyman’s store.
No extra charge made for reserved seats.
It Is the diversified industries of a peo-
ple that make them strong financially and
what is true of a nation Is true of a com-
munity. Our city might be made the
envy of most other towns in this part of
the state if the proper steps are taken to
establish each manufactures as are best
suited to our surroundings. Many indus-
tries might be established and increase In
valne many fold, giving employment to
hundreds, stimulating the trade of our city
in eyery branch, and Increasing the valne
of real astate, if only the right class of oar
citizens would work together for the pur-
pose of developing oar many resourcos.
That this city can be made a prosperous
manufacturing ceater is evident frem the
many superior advantages that we pessess
and the future of this town will develope
only with the enterprise of our people.
One new institution of fair proportions
would infuse new energy and enterprise
into ear midst and frem this weald spring
many advantages and benefits which can
not now be estimated. Oar success lies
in our own hands and let us put forth such
endeavors as will ultimately result in mak-
ing our city prosperous and ourselves sue-
pewful. - .
In another column will be found a call
fora meeting of the Macatawa Fisher-
men’s Association. The call is signed by
the president, Dr. Charles Scett. All
who take an interest in protecting one of
the franchises of this community should
be present. Fishing with nets still con-
tinues and can and must be stepped.
The living ef one or two men should
not bo earned at the expense of hundreds
of others. As soon as this fact is under-
stood by our people, then, by persistent
and energetic work, the most brazen-
faced of these fish pirates will be made to
understand that it is not them against
whom the association is pitted, but
against their business, and that they must
relinquish their present means of support,
if they wish to keep out of trouble and at
peace with their fellowmen.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks.
I also keep on band a full line of
Spectacles!
My stock of
SILVERWARE!
is unsurpassed ii this city.
Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
Come in Mid ••• My Stock. Watches
Mid Clocks repaired on
short notice.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
H. WYKHUTBEN.
HoLLAten, Mich., Oct. S4, 1882. _ S4-1
W. VORST,
The North River Street
Is still alive, and is ready to make yon a goed
COAT, PANTS, OR VEST,
or to clean and renovate your old and soiled
garments.
At a meeting held in the office of P. H.
McBride, Esq., on last Wednesday eve-
ning, it was resolved, by these present, to
observe Memorial Day in a proper man-
ner. Various committees were appointed
and the arrangements are being rapidly
completed. The speakers will be Dr.
Chas. Scott, of this city, and Capt. A. B.
Morse, of Ionia. Capt. Morse is one of
the leading lawyers of Ionia, and bears
the reputation of being a brilliant orator.
The procession will form at the corner of
River and Eighth streets in the following
order:
Band.
Fire Department.
Children of Public Schools under charge
of their teachers.
Decorating Committee.
Faculty of Hope College.
Students of Hope College.
Common Council.
Soldiers.
Citizens.
The exercises will take place at the
grove near the cemetery in the following
order:
Announcements by the President of the
Holland Soldiers’ Union.
Music— Dr. Gee’s Music Class.
Prayer— Rev. T. T. George.
Music— Choir ltd by Mr. D. Gilmore.
Address— Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D.
Music— Dr. Gee’s Music Class.
Address— CspL A. B. Morse.
Music— Choir led by Mr. D. Gilmore.
Decoration of Graves.
Exercises at Blab.
Music— Doxology.
Benediction.
The officer of the day Is Jai. L. Fair-
banks, President of the Holland Soldiers’
Union. The marshal will be Mr. J. Kra-
mer. The committee in charge will put
forth every endeavor to make the exer-
Repairing done Neatly I
and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
yosrself.
Hollawd, Mich., Feb. 29, 1884. _ 4tf
Now is the chance
for Farmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
J. Flieman
Offers his superior made wagons Just as chesp as
anybody self them in Zeolsnd. and claims that
G. YANPOTTEMSONS Betterwag,.in everyway,
SPRING
HAS COIMIE !
have received a large Spring stock of
goods, consisting of
Dresa Goods*
Cotton*
Tickings.
Prints, and
M . Ginghams.
Hosiery*
Corsets.
Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES’ AND BENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,!
SILK AND COTTON!
?Mid will not Im uBdenold by M^yone.
Gall and Examine.
AUo keens on hand a line of
GENTS’ NECKWEAR I
i m
AMD
Open and Top Buggies,
And a floe stock of
SQDABE AND SWELL BODY CUTTERS.
A fall steck of
a-R/OCEBIES
always an hand.
G. VAN PUTTEN A SONS.
And a nice assortment of Boggles for Farmers
and Tradeemeo are on the way coming.
ALSO AGENT FOR
BATH PUTFORMSPRIIIG WAGON
WORKS.
J. FLIEM AN.
SuLUJIDj Mich., April m, Vhij
SACRILEGE.
They walked In the oloveMutinted flelds-
A weary worldling and dainty child;
He eated and worn with the love of eelf.
She fresh as the dew on the upland wild.
He stole the blush from the sweet wild rose,
And proved that the mornings grew less talr;
That a taint of poison lurked In the bloom,
And hung on the breath of the summer air;
That life is not as good ns it seems;
That, faith and vir ne rar* grow;
That the worm is hiding with greedy month
At the heart ot all that we love or know,
And a&hado fell over the summer fields,
And the snn In Its brightness seemed to wr.ne.
Her heart's song faltered— ala*! for her. ^
HI* double .crept into ti.e perfect strain.
—Kale L. liroxon in Harper's Maanxine.
DREAMING.
I dreamed wo two were friends again
As in the daysot yore.
And all life held of bliss or pain
Came hick to me once mot'o;
Yonr laughter, ringing clear and sweet,
Your dark eyes' lend r beam,
Th • echo of yonr footfalls fleet,
Weio in that happy dream.
Therewaaaaummerin love’s land,
The sklos were skies of June.
While roses blushed on either baud,
beneath the golden moon;
And alt the sadness of the years,
Tbo frowns no smiles conld blot.
The bitter doubts, ino cruel fears,
Were in that dream forgot.
I dreamed we two wore friends again, .
And set my dream to song,
60 yon might listen to the strain
That s inght you 'mid the throng;
That you might list, perchance might sigh,
Whilst Idle tea’s would s’ art,
To feel It with the last good-bye
Of one poor iaithtul heart.
1 dreamed we two were friends again—
Alns! 'iwas but a dream,
That fled when o’er mv window pane
- Awoke the first red sunbeam.
Oh! as it. brightened on my sight,
And trembled o'or the floor,
I whlsnerod : “Vanish, happy light.
For J would dream once more.’
S. Hiller in the Couher-JournaL
The Witch’s Ring.
A very curious, straggling, sleepy old
village is Adingtune. Half a century
behind the rest of the world, it still sits
between the green hills of an Eastern
State, with its elbows on its knees and
ita chin in its hands, musing on bygone
days, when old King George held the
land under sway and when, as its old
folks sagely remark, things were not as
they are now. There are a great many
old people in Addingtnne— in fact, very
few die young there. The atmosphere
is so dreamy and peaceful that excite-
ment cannot exist, and the wear and
tear of the busy world is unknown, or
•at most only hums faintly over the hills
like the buzzing of a fly on a sunny
pane on a summer day. And so they
still sit in their chimney-corners from
year to year, and muse and doze, and
dream, until they dream their lives
away and take their final sleep. It was
to an old crone of this description that
I was indebted for ray adventure.
In the course of my idle ramblings
about the village I chanced one day to
peer over a crumbling wall and dis-
cover an old disused burial ground.
The brown slabs were broken, pros-
trate. and scattered, with only here and
there a forlorn, unsteady stone stand-
ing W'enrily, and waiting for the time to
come when it, too, might fall down an
rest with the sleepers beneath.
Scrambling over the low wall I stooped
about among the grass, pushing away
the tangled masses of vines and leaves
from the faces of slabs that I might read
tho inscriptions there. But the suns
and storms of over 100 yoars had oblit-
erated nearly all the letters, so that
only portions of names and dates re-
mained. Finally, down in a deep cor-
ner of the inclosure, where the weeds
grew densest and the shade was dark-
est, I found an old stone, which, lean-
ing forward, had protected its face from
the storms, and on this stone I read the
words :r BARBAJU CONWAIL,
bohn 1670, pom 1780. aged 60 teaks.
Having been lawfully executed for the
pract oo of witchcraft
My curiosity was at once aroused. I
inquired of several persons as to the
history of this woman, but without
success for a time. Finally, however,
I found an old woman, who told me the
history of Barbara Conwail, as it has
been banded down by her ancestors :
Living in an old stono Itouso at tho
edge of the village, she waj rarely seen
—for no one ever crossed her thres-
hold— save when she was occasionally
met by a frightened party of children
idling away a summer afternoon’s holi-
day in the woods, when she would
cowl and pass away, stooping along
over the fields, gathering herbs with
which to brew hor mighty postious. No
one ever interfered with her, however,
until a sad year came tt» Adlingtune.
An epidemic broke out and raged
with a fury that nothing could with-
stand. People began to mutter that
Barbara the Witch was the cause of it.
Passing along the road she was stoned
by a party of boys, to who she turned,
and shaking her bony hand, shrieked
that the curse was upon them.
Two of tho lads sickened and died
in a few days, and though scores were
carried away in a like manner, no espec-
ial import was attached to their death.
Barbara began to be watched. They
looked through her windows at mid-
niglit and found hor bending over a
teething cauldron, throwing in herbs,
muttering cabalistio words, and stir-
ring the mixture with what they re-
rted to bo a human bone. Old* Bar-
ra was working her charms.
Bo when cue morning a man came
into town, bruised and covered with
mud, and testified that as he rodo past
old Barbara's house at 12 o’clock tho
night l)cfore, he saw the Arch Fiend
and tho Witch in conversation upon the
house top, curroixuded by flames and
laughing tior-dishly in tho lurid glare as
they shook their fists at the plagne-
strickon village sleeping below, his tale
found ready credence. The fact that
he was on habi ual drunkard, and had
oafiicre than one occasion rolled from
hi? horse in adranken stupor and passed
the night in a ditch, dreaming wild
dreams, did not in the least detract from
the belief of the villagers in his account
of this scene; and when he related how
this pair of demons hod pounced upon
him, and had first tortured and then
thrown him senseless into a ditch, their
indignation became uncontrollable.
Old Barbara was tried, oondemned,and
hanged, though she protested in her in-
nocence to the last. The little sum of
money found in her possession was usod
to buy that gravestone— as no one would
d&ro appropriate it — and to this day if
any one were bold enough to go to her
grave at midnight on the same day of
the year on which she was hanged and
say, “Barbara, I believe you were inno-
cent,” at the same time stretching out
his hand over the grave, she would ap-
pear to him and place in his hand a
talisman.
This talisman would bring good for-
tune as long as he retained it, but at
some time in his life the witch would
return to him and claim her own.
The old woman ended her story in a
low, impressive monotone, which, with
her earnestness and sincere belief in
what she said, almost carried convic-
tion to me in spite of reason. As I
sauntered away, ridiculing those ignor-
ant and superstitious village folk, I
found myself almost unconsciously
wandering back through the old burial
ground to the witch’s grave. Carlessly
glancing at the inscription, I was sur-
prised to find that very day was the
150th anniversary of her death, and still
more surprised when the thought oc-
curred to me of watching at her grave
that night. I ridiculed and scoffed the
idea. Where was my boasted common
sense and incredulity? But, still re-
turning ever, came that wayward thing
called fancy— and it conquered.
The world was wild and weird that
night, when I stole forth from the vil-
lage. The wind was moaning through
the trees, and sobbing piteously ; the
black clouds were driven in broken
patches across the sky, now letting
down the moonshine and again shroud-
ing all blackest night, and making the
shadows chase each other about, and
steal around corners upon one in a man-
ner that made me wince in spite of my-
self. Climbing the low stone wall—
rather nervously, I (ion f ess— I stole
away through the old, down-trodden
graves, pushing through the weeds and
briars as silently as possible, and mak-
ing my way toward that dark, dreary
coiner where the old witch reposed. A
graveyard at noon is a very different
spot from a graveyard at midnight, i
especially if one is there to seek an in-
terview with a spirit.
I reached the place, and stood by the i
tomb. It still lacked a few minutes of
12, and as I stood there watching the
moonlight flitting over the graves, I
longed for a little ray to creep in with
mo. But no— approaching and reced-
ing. ajid wavering all about me, it never
touched this grave, but fled away as of-
ten as it approached, as though fright-
ened at the black shadow forever lurk-
ing there.
By-and-by the village clock tolled 12.
As the slow, tremenduous tone stole
out on the night the wind ceased moan-
ing, the clouds covered the face of the
moon, tho insects stopped chirping, and
when the last stroke was finished the
almost unbearable silence was broken
only by my own breathing, which I
strove in vain to suppress. Tbo dark-
ness was intense, and I conld see
nothing. A terrible feeling of guilt and
terror seized me. that I, a mortal, should
be intruding there at such an hour.
Melancholy I strove to speak the
words I had been told, but my lips re-
fused to form a sound.
Still I stood in that awful black
silence, chilled with fear, until with a
mighty effort I reached out my arm over
the grave and grasped— -a hand.
It was only for an instant— not that,
for it was jerked away in a twinkling —
but long enough to feel how warm and
velvety it was and how small. Not
that I lingered there to reflect upon
these novel qualities in the hand of a
ghost, and an old witch at that, for you
altogether mistake my bravery in sup-
posing it; but it was after I bad cleared
the old wall at a bound and was out on
the moonlit road, walking at a rattling
good pace toward town, that I recalled
it.
From a state of intense cold I had
changed to burning heat. The touch
of those soft fingers thrilled me through
as with an electric shock, and I walked
faster still in my excitement. Gradual-
ly tho consciousness forced itself upon
me that I held something in my clenched
hands. There was first a glitter and
then a sparkle, as the moonlight fell
into the hollow of my upraised hand,
and I saw there a glittering ring set
with flashing stones. The icicles began
slipping down my bock again, and I
hurried on.
Some persons may be inclined to de-
ride ray nervousness on this occasion,
but I assure such that I am not natural-
ly a timid man. I have a medal hang-
ing in my room at homo which asserts
that I am not a timid man, and above
all I had always been particularly void
of superstitious fear ; but truth compels
mo to say that I not only lighted all the
lights on reaching my room at the little
inn that night, but turned them very
high into the bargain ; and that I made
a systematic inspection of all the closets
and removed from its peg a long cloak
that was hanging in a very suggestive
position on the wall This done, I sat
down— -with my back against tho wall—
and examined tho ring.
It mos a quaint old ring, curiously
curved and massive. Tho setting was
composed of several -snrall colored
stones set in a circle about a largo dia-
mond. My financial circumstances had
rendered it unnecessary for mo to ac-
quaint myself with precious stones and
their values, so that I .could only sur-
mise that the ring was somewhat valua-
ble. Considering the excited condition
of my nerves by this time, it was not
strange that I shonld start when my
eyes fell upon the name that was in-
scribed in quaint letters inside the ring
—“Barbara."
I sat and mused upon the whole ad-
vent a re — what the crone hod told me —
tho graveyard, tbo ring, and (this was
returned to me the oftenest) the thril-
ling touch of that soft hand in the
darkness.
Perhaps I should say right here that
I called myself an old bachelor, and
had never been in love — that is, with
any mortal I did not think that I was
devoid of sentiment or feeling, for I
often dreamed of love and worshipped
beautiful things of my own fancy, but
ray life had been thrown among boys
and men, and woman Mras far away and
a mystery. A motherless home, a stern
father, a hard-working student’s life at
college, a stranger struggling for bread
and reputation in a great city— one can
perceive how it conld be that I hod
made few acquaintances among M-omen.
In reality I was only 25, but much ex-
perience had made me feel older; so,
as I said, I called myself a bachelor.
I have given this brief history of my-
self in order to prepare the way for an-
other confession. I was falling in love
with the owner of that soft, n-arm hand.
It is preposterous, but it is true. I be-
gan to doubt my reason. In vain I
tried to remember that Barbara, the
witch, Mas an old, ugly woman. The
only picture I could call up was that of
a beautiful young girl with— but words
fail me ; only she was far from ghastly,
but was as warm and substantial and as
full of life as that hand had seemed to
be.
The fire-irons fell with an unearthly
clatter, and startled me out of my
dreams. I went to bed to soothe my
nerves with sleep, and lay awake most
of the night with the lamps burning.
Fortune smiled upon me from that
night. Two years of busy city life had
passed, and old Barbara’s talisman was
unreclaimed, when one day— do you be-
lieve in love at first sight? Well, if the
first appearance of Walter Wyman’s
sister had not conquered me as she stood
under the parlor lamps, a revelation of
beauty and youth, the touch of her hand
when she m elcomed her brother’s friend
would have enslaved me forever. Never
had a touch so thrilled me since— since
I held the witch’s hand in the grave-
yard. The same peculiar shock passed
through me, and the memory of that
spectral night came over mo like a
nosh.
But I did not start out to tell a lore
story. Let me briefly say that I fell in
love, hopelessly and ridculonsly in
love, and that I acted just like all lovers
have done since the world began. It
dosen’t matter much about a man’s age.
At 27 he will conduct himself pretty
ranch as he would have done at 17, and
so I wrote verses and sighed, and tor-
mented myself uith a thousand hopes
and fears, and grew hot and cold by
turns, and wonderfully timid, and prid-
ed myself on concealing all, when, as a
matter of fact, the state of my feelings
was perfectly apparent to all my ac-
quaintances.
Matters were in this interesting state,
when one day an opportunity occurred
of which I availed myself with a degree
of skill and presence of mind that I am
proud of to this day. It all came about
through my asking the young lady if
she believed in ghosts.
'T suppose I should,’,’ said she, laugh-
ing, "considering my experience,”
Leave a woman alone to make an
evasive answer. Of course, I implored
an explanation, and she related to me
the following story :
“It was about two years ago when a
party of girls, just home from school,
were visiting a friend down in the coun-
try. One of the girls had heard a fool-
ish old story about a witch’s grave, and
some nonsence about her annual ap-
pearance, and a talisman, and when I
expressed my incredulity, they braved
me to put it to the test. What is the
matter? The place? A little town
called Adlingtune.
“Foolishly I accepted their challenge
and received a terrible fright. I carried
out the instructions and stretched my
arm over the grave. It was so dark I
could see nothing, but some one seized
my hand. I was so benumbed with fear
that I could not cry out, but could only
fly through the lonely graveyard to
where my trembling companions were
awaiting me in the field. It was a fool-
ish adventure, for I fell ill, and it cost
me a valuable ring, which was left to
me by poor Aunt Barbara. ‘For her
little namesake,’ she said, when she sent
it across the sea to me. You see, the
ring was a little large for my finger,
and M as pulled off by— by— ” '
“By me,” I interrupted, taking the
lost ring from my pocket.
It was time for Barbara (I forgot to
say that was her name) to bo started
now. I hope I may say that I came out
strong ou that occasion. I told my story
in a very impressive way, lingered over
the effect of the witch’s hand on my
heart, spoke of the good fortune the
talisman had brought me, made a very
pretty allusion to Barbara the witch re-
claiming her own— for she was not a
witch, after all, os I could testify, hav-
ing felt her charms— and finally not
only offered to return the ring, but to
give myself into the bargain.
She took both.— F. R. H., in San
Francisco Argonaut
The century plant, which takes 10C
years to ripen in the North, takes but
twelve years to matnre in California,
and takes only five in Mexico.
This world and the next resemble
the east and tho west; you cannot- draw
near to one withoat turning your bock
or tho other..
SCEHES IN IONTRE1L. PITH AND FOIST.
Tbm City's Mixed P' potation— How th*
Home i are Constructed.
The city is practically all limestone.
It is a city of fine buildings. Yon read
the signs “Second-hand goods” or
“Rags and bottle" on a massive lime-
stone honso that looks like one of the
old granite mansions near the Bowling
Green. This limestone not only gives
the place a solid and grand appearance
but it suggests age, and, indeed, there
are whole streets full of hsnses ICC
years old, besides the many occasional
structures that are almost double that
age. The public building are all as
fine as any in New York, and nearly all
are bigger than any M-e have except the
postofhee. Just as more than one-hall
of the population is French, so the
great majority of the signs are French.
The French seem to care very little
about learning English, and the English
trample over the French with their
tongues, and aro content in the great
majority of cases, not to speak it any
better than will serve their purpose of
getting along. The wealth and the en-
terprise here is more with the Scotch
than the English, and broad Scotch is
oftener heard than English. The
French excite sympathy. Montreal
was theirs originally, and they outnum-
ber the Britons, but they are crowded
to one side. They are the carters,
servants and shop-keepers, privates in
the militia, clerks and laborers. Of
course, many are rich, but they are the
exceptions. Tho postoffice corner
street lamp bears the words, “Bureau
dePosto.” Our distinguished country-
woman, of pictorial celebrity, shows her
face on all the walls over the words,
“Madame Pinkham.”
Every window in Montreal is double.
The true windows are set inside the
embrasures. Tho winter windows, each
in one sash, fit outside, even with the
exterior of the Malls. This keeps the
cold out pretty offeclually, but stoves
in the rooms are not deemed sufficient.
You frequently find them in tho halls as
well. The beds aro hillocks of warm
material. Tho humblest house has its
double windows, and tho same is true
of the great buildings. The cathedrals,
the postoffice, city hall, club-houses
and halls, all are double glazed. One
pane in each extra window swings upon
hinges to permit ventilation.
The horses are nearly all smaller
than ours. They arc the famous Ca-
nadian ponies, tough, wiry little beasts
that seem to need no more urging than
a locomotive, but rush like mod along
the streets. Except in carnival week
it costs but a quarter for a twenty
minute’s ride, during which one can
glide from one end of town to the
other and the cab stands are so admi-
rably scattered that one never nfled
walk more than a block, or three blocks
at the outside, while at night it is only
necessary to go to the street door and
yell “Carter!” one or twice in order to
have a flock of them around you. Hot
Scotch and Canada rye whiskey are the
national tipples. Gin mills are distin-
guished by little white boards inscribed
in small black’letters:
Ltcenned to retail Hiilritnon* liquors.
A drink in about half the stores costs
5 conti. At the most stylish hotel bars
it costs 10 cents. An order frequently
given in bar-rooms is for a “split.” A
whisky split means two glasses of rye
and a bottle of ginger ale divided be-
tween two drinkers. Brandy splits are
oftenest completed with soda water.
The police are blue-coated, brass-but-
toned chaps, mainly French, wearing
tall conical fur hats with full brass
numbers sewed on the fur. They are
polite and obliging, but seem to lose
their heads when there is a crowd or
row. It depends upon who you aro as
to how you are treated if you live in
Montreal. Caste and aristocracy are
not empty words hero. One of the
newspapers here said this morning that
the price of tickets to a concert had
“been put high to keep the mob away.”
There is not one smooth male face in
IdO in the streets, except among boys.
The old men let their beards grow all
over their faces, and the young men
wear side whiskers and mustaches. The
Canadians say they can tell a New-
Yorker by his smooth face, his round
hat, and his fat, well-fed appearance.
It certainly is a fact that the Canadians
are spare, as a rule.— Cor. New York
Sun.
Banking Out West.
A Baltimore man who started a hank
at Custer City a year or so ago and
failed within a week, simply because he
didn’t know Western human nature.
His place hod not been open an hour
when a man in buckskin slouched came
in and presented a note of $100 run-
ning for sixty days, and asked to have
it discounted.
“I don’t know you," replied the
banker, who was his own cashier.
“Stranger, that’s iry name thar at
the bottom— Bill Higgs.”
“I see."
"And that note is backed by Jim
Madden."
“I see, but I don't care to discount
it"
The man picked up the paper and
walked out, and in the course of ten
minutes a chap with a pistol in either
hand danced into the bank and cheerily
called out:
“Here’s Jim Madden, and he wants
to set eyes on thegalloot who won’t
discount a note when he backs it”
He popped the banker in the shoulder,
a clerk in tho hip, and then fired away
at the pictures until some one caljed
him out to drink. The next morning
the banker was missing and when he
af erward turned up in Denver, he ac-
knowledged that the banking business
b%d some painful features that no one
tint the cowboy was able to wrestle
with.— Wall street News.
Bvting onion makes one's breath
strong. This is a hint to comsump-
tires.— Carl PreUeVs Weekly
The latest novelty is a line ot street
cars in Central Asia, drawn by camels.
Every member ot the Christian church
should not fail to load the “camel light”
—Paris Beacon.
She— “I am fond of poetry.” He—
“Are you, indeed; they are so distress-
log. But then I am not troubled much
with them, and ma does all the cook-
ing.”— C/ricapo Herald.
A man in New York is writing a hook
entitled, “No Tongue can Tell.” We’ll
bet our last year’s socks against a piece
of goat liver that that man never was
married.— Neuwiau Independent.
A French philosopher says a woman
may love or hate, but she can never be
indifferent. Gness he has never seen
the look that comes over a woman’s
f ice when her husband asks if there is
such a thing as a shirt button in the
house.
A couple of Yassar girls were found
by a professor fencing with broomsticks
in a gymnasium. He reminded them
that such an accomplishment would not
aid them in securing husb uds. "It
will help us in keeping them in,” re-
plied one of the girls.
Down in Pennsylvania they have so-
ciables where you can kiss all the girls
you want to at 5 cent apiece. Pennsyl-
vania evidently believes in keeping
down the prices on luxuries, even if
they have to whoop it up high on dog
taxes and other necessaries of life.
A man down South hired an old
darkey to work for him and never paid
him. After three years of all work and
no pay, the darkey sued his employer.
During the trial* the lawyer said to
him: "Well, Uncle Pete, didn’t the
defendent pay you anything at all for
your services?” "You mean de boss,
sah?” "Yes, I mean the boss.” "No
sab. I wu’ked fob dat man free yeahs,
sah, an’ all I got wuz fowty fo’ cents,
sah, an’ fo’ de Lawd, I swab, sah, I’d a
nebbah got dat, ef I hadn’t a bin pow-
ahfnl schemey."— Merchant Traveler.
A Patent Storm Indicator has been
patented. This is a want long felt.
Now when a man stays out late all he
has to do is to take his storm indicator
out of his pocket and take observations
before entering tho house. If his wife
is up waiting to receive him the indica-
tor will make it known by violent agita-
tion, and all the man has to do is
to keep out of the house. If she
has retired and is asleep, the idicator
makes it known by a soft purring simi-
lar to that of a cat Then it is safe to
go in ; no storm brewing. This pocket
storm indicator is indeed a gfeafc bless-
ing to the husband who visits tho club
nr lodge, — Peck's Sun.
Josephine Pollard declares:
“The hold and the ilmld, the hawk and the dovo
istonlsh dch other bv tallmtr In love.
Oh. ibis fallinR In lovel
This ollinaln love!
There’* no-hln* so lunny as tailing In love!.”
And then again she says :
"Oh, this falling In love!
This 'ailing In lov !
There's nothing so uiisctting as falling In love!*
We don’t know what Josephine’s ex^
pcrience may have been, but we onco
saw a man fall down two flights of
stairs with a marble top bureau, and he
seemed to be getting about as much fun
and upselting out of the soance as ever
we saw anybody get out of a breach of
promise case. However, we may be
too prosaic and realistic to appreciate
;he true poetry of things.— Burdette.
OWED TO MY BOAKDINO HOUSE.
A ir- The Old Oaken Racket
How dear to ray purse is tho bcardlng-honss
ra< kef,
Itssour-mash potato, Its roast beef ho dry;
ItBiiongh-nnt so hard that a hammer won't
crack It:
It's fire proof, ba'-k-number, dried-aprle pie,
Oh, the piecrust Noclammy, so gp'asy.soflamrayl
No pen can do justice to boarding house pie I
The “tea-dust" Bohea and chlocorv Mocha;
The fradulent bread made of papier mnche;
The grocery cracker so freckled and nmoky;
The hnrglar-proof butter, so hriudled and
g »y
Oh, the Htrong, long-haired bntter-so utterly
utter,
I’iease call in the barber— or toko It away!
I sra faking French leave of mv preso-'t location;
But ere I depart— for my landlady's sake—
Ah n souvenir precious, of lasting duration.
HI have my boots half- soled with boarding
house steak.
Oh, the highway Is rough; and the steak, sure,
Is tough;
It shall tramp while I live, and thou dance at
my wko.
-Texas Siftings.
The Line at n Dog and Boy.
A well-dressed boy occupied a corner
seat in a Fourth avenue street car. De-
ride him sat a wide-awake Skye torrior.
The car contained other passengers and
was moving slowly up center street.
The conductor was a brisk man with a-
mild blue eye. “Hello!” said he, when
be got a glimpse of the boy and the dog.
“You get out of this.”
"What for ?” said the boy.
“ ’Cause we don’t allow no dogs in
these cars.”
The boy was disinclined to be separa-
ted from his dog, and consequently left
the conveyance. A passenger, who had
frequently seen women accompanied by
dogs riding in the Fonrth avenue oars,
casually remarked that it seemed unfair
to enforce the dog rale against the male
and not against the female sex. “Well,”
said the condnctor, "my orders are to
draw the line at a dog and a boy.”—
New York Times.
A Datifal Husband.
At a recent trial in which a young
actress in Bnda-Pesth sought to recover
damages from a local paper for libel
aad defamation of character, while the
numerous witnesses were being exam-
ined a juryman got up and addressed
the bench as follows: “Would the
Herr President be good enough to send
word home to my wife that 1 am not
coming home to dinner to-day?"
)Chlftge Anascmcnts. • <
‘Wonderful as has been the growth of Chi-
cago, the increase in its taste for popular
amusements, and the number of bouses
that cater to this taste, hare been even
greater than the advancement of the city in
population and wealth. Twelve years ago
there were but three theaters in the city.
To-day there are more than a dozen, and
others are in contemplation. Speaking of
amusements, Manager James H. McVicker
is the pioneer in the business in Chicago.
His career as a Manager began there nearly
thirty years ago, and he has grown up with
the city. He has accumulated large prop-
erty interests, ranks as one of the leading
business men of the city, and is respected
and honored by the entire community. Mc-
Vicker’s Theater is recognized all over the
'country as the leading place of amusement
in Chicago. Its regular patrons are com-
posed of the better class of citizens, many
of whom never think of entering the por-
tals of any other theater, because they know
that on that stage nothing will be done or
said that can offend the most delicate sense.
It is to his rigid adherence to the rule of ex-
cluding from his stage everything immoral
or impure that the veteran actor owes his
success as a manager, and has caused his
theater to be regarded as par excellence the
“family theater of Chicago." None but
first-class plays are ever seen on his boards,
ngth
A Common Act of Folly,
committed by persons whose stomachs ace dis-
ordered by the presence ot bile, into attempt t«
cease retching, and thus to eject It A wine*
flassfnl or two of that wholesome medicine,
Hos tetter's Stomach Bitters, will tranquilixe
the digee tive organs, and the Bitten* subsequent
cathartic effect upon the bowels will render the
relief complete. Nausea, fur upon the tongne(
headache, yellowness of the skin, oosttveness!
pain In the region of the liver and through the
rtyht shoulder blade, are the well-known in-
dicia of liver complaint, and It Is wise to dis-
perse them with this searching remedy before
leu disturber of the stomach, indigestion, is
also overcome by the Bitters, and It is a specific
of acknowledged efficacy for fever and ague,
bilious remittent and troubles of the kidneys
and bladder. It is also highly benefioUl In
rheumatism, and Infuses vigor into a system
which requires building up. Reasonable per-
sistence In its nse insures the end in view.
Followi  t e engagement of the McCahll
‘Opera Company, now playing at McVicker’e,
‘the Kiralfy BroH. will produce their grand
mimical dramatic ballet, “Excelsior, "which
(Was the reigning sensation of New York
during the early portion of the present
theatrical season, and whose recent success
has been in Ran Francisco, where it has
just completed the most successful season
ever played in that city. To those who
are familiar with the reputation of
McVicker’s, it will scarcely be necessary to
say that the presentation of "Excelsior” on
the stage of that theater will excel any of
its previous productions. The first per-
formance of the spectacle in Chicago will
occur Monday, June 2, and the period of
its presentation will extend over the time of
meeting of both political conventions, so
that Democrats and Republicans alike will
all have an onportunity to combine with
their share of President-making a chance
to witness the grandest stage spectacle the
world has ever seen.
A Negro’s Prayer.
Bishop Haven presided over the
Texas Conference in 1878. One day he
scored some of the colored ministers on
a too feeble recognition of meum and
tnnm, and then called on a brother to
pray, who responded as follows: “0,
Lord, don am honest, great an’ holy ;
netting dat am unclean an’ dishonest
can tuoh de. 0, Lord, come an’ teach
all classes an’ colors de lesson oh hon-
esty; makeum honest wid dare tongues,
dare feet, dare bans an’ dare heads. 0,
Lord, make um honest inside an’ out,
in de dark an’ in de light. 0, Lord,
sweet Babe of Bethlehem, come and
hress our Bishop; front an’ fight his
ebry battle ; send him threw dis world
Another Life Saved.
J. C. Gray, of Dadevllle, Ala., wrttet uit
*‘I have been using *your Dr. Wm. Hall's
Balsam for the Lungs, and I can say, of 4
truth, it it far superior to any other lung
preparation in the world. My mother was
confined to her bod four weeks with a ooughi
and had every attention by a good physician*
but he failed to effect a cure: and when!
got one bottle of your Dr. Wm. Hall's Bal-
sam for the Lungs she began to mend right
away. I can say In truth that it was the
means of saving her life. 1 know of five
cases that Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam has cured,
and my mother is better than she has been
for twenty years."
Ir a cough disturbs your sleep, one dose of
Plso’s Cure will give you a night's rest.
Oirt greasing with Frazer Axle Grease will
last two weeks, all others two to three days.
Hkadachi Is immediately relieved by the
use of Plso's Remedy for Catarrh.
"Rough on Rats” clears out Rats, Mice, Fllea
Mother Swan's Worm Syrup, tasteless. 25o.
“Rough on Coughs" Troches, 16c; Liquid, 50o.
Wills' May- Apple (Liver) Pills, 10c. and 25c.
‘Rough on Toothache,” instant relief. 15c.
"Buchu-p*ib»," Great Kidney and Urinary Core. |1.
"Rough on Coma," for Coma, Warta, Bunion*. 15o.
Wells’ Health Renewer cure. Dytpeptla, Impotence.
like a pigeon on de wings ob de eagle,
am run, an’ de lastan’ when de race 
battle am fought wid dat ole serpent,
de debil, an’ dar am no more for him to
do in dis world, let him mount de char-
iot and hah a short ride home; an’ den,
Lord, on the plains oh glory, himself
all covered wid glory, let him ground
his arms near de throne ob do Lamb,
an’ lib, an’ rest, an’ shout, foreber an’
ever.”
A Wonderful Flower.
An ounce of good cheer is worth a
ton of melancholy.— Samuei Smiles.
"Come with me, sir, come ! A flower
very large and beautiful, wonderful!”
exclaimed a Malay, who drew the atten-
tion of Dr. Arnold to a flower remarka-
ble alike for its enormous size and its
anomalous structure and habit. The
surprise of the Malay was nothing com-
pared with that of Dr. Arnold and his
companions, Sir Stanford and Lady
Raffles, when, following the native at-
tendant, they say among the bushes of
a jungle a flower, apparently springing
out of the ground, without stem or leaf,
and measuring at least a yard in diame-
ter.
The first news of this remarkable dis-
covery created a great amount of curios-
ity in Europe, and no papers ever read
at the Linniran Society can be com-
pared for the interest they excited, with
those in which the illustrious Robert
Brown described this wonder of the
vegetable world. It is composed of five
roundish leaves or pedals, each a foot
across, of a brick-red color, but covered
with numerous irregular yellowish
white swellings. The pedals surround
a large cup nearly a foot wide, the mar-
gin of which bears the stamens; and
this cup is filled with a fleshy disc, the
upper surface of which is everywhere
covered with curved projections, like
miniature cows’ horns. The cup, when
freed of its contents, would hold about
six quarts of water. The flower weighs
fifteen pounds. It is very thick; the
petals being from three- fourths to one
inch in thickness.
A flower of such dimensions and
weight might be expected to be a treas-
ure to the perfumer; but, alas, its odor
is exactly that of tainted beef. Dr.
Arnold supposed that even the flies
which swarmed over the flower when
he discovered it, were deceived by its
smell and were depositing their eggs in
its thick disc, taking it for a piece of
carrion! Another cause of wonder to
the little hand of explorers who dis-
covered it, was that they could find no
leaves connected with it. It sprang
from a small leafless, creeping stem,
about as thick as two fingers. Now a
plant without leaves is like an animal
without a stomach; for the leaves are
to the plant what the stomach is to the
animal ; they separate from the air the
food needed for the growth of the
plant.
There are, however, strange plants
which are actually leafless, making up
for this want by using the leaves of
others. Buch plants are called par-
asites, because they feed on the nutri-
tive juices of others. Thrusting their
roots into the living tissues of other
plants instead of the earth, they appro-
ilants,
Nervous, dyspeptic Individuals, whoso dis- '
tress of mind and body make life miserable,
if your sufferings have been prolonged and
increased by the use of bitters and pretended
cures of kidney and liver diseases, throw all
such nostrums aside and find health, strength
and vigor In that simple remedy known ns
Ur. Guysott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla.
It purifies the blood, strengthens tho urinary
and digestive organs, and infuses new life In-
to all parts of the body. No other remedy
equals It. Have your druggist get it for you.
priate the prepared food ot these p
and at once apply it for their own pur-
poses for the production of stem, flower,
or fruit
The gigantic Rafflesia belongs to this
class. Without a vestige of foliage, i
rises directly from the longer stem o:
one of the wild vines of Sumatra— im-
mense climbers, which are attached like
cables to the largest trees of the for-
ests.^ The buds push through the bark
like little buttons, continuing to grow
until they have the aspect of large,
closed cabbages, and in about three
months after their first appearance, the
flower expands. It remains but a shor
time in perfection, soon beginning to
rot, leaving only the central disc, which
becomes a large, rough fruit, filled with
multitudes of small seeds. — World of
Wonders.
The man who “found hiti level" was a car-
penter, of course.— Bo*i<m Commercial Bul-
letin.
A red-hot quarrel generally breaks an in-
tense coolness. — ')H din Rlizuird.
Credit is the thing that keeps a man In
debt. This is not from the Persian.— PucL
Repeated requests have Induced tho pro-
prietors of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to send by mail to various lady
correspondents larjo mounted portraits of
Mrs. Pinkham; and now many a household
wall Is adorned by tho familiar, motherly
face of tho Massachusetts woman who has
done so much for all women.
It is hard to back a horse or a business
man when he is overloaded.— Boston Tran-
script. _ _
“Rough on Dentist '’ Tooth Powder, 15c.
A EZRDT THAT WILL CUE!
CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS,
ASTHMA, CROUP,
All Diseases of the Throat, Lungs
and Pulmonary Organs.
THE lung balsam
1 1Hu cured Consumption when other remedies and
physicians have failed to effect a cure.
THE lung balsam
I Contains no Opium in any form.
HE LUNG BALSAM
T
T
T
Is strictly pure and harmless to the most delicate
person.
HE LUNG BALSAM
Is recommended by Physicians, Ministers rod
Nurses.
For Croup is s safe and sure Remedy. Mothers,
try it
HE LUNG BALSAM
Should be used
igh.
st the first manifestations of a
(When the Decton Called It Gravel),
mmd Hr, Washington Monroe, of
Catsklll, Green Co., N. ¥., wm Fort-
unate la Using Dr. David Kenned yH
Favorite Be mod y, which Entirely
Removed the Dtoeaee- The Wisdom
•f Following a Wife’s Advice.
For many years I had suffered from s complaint
which the physicians called Grarel. I had employed
some of the most noted doctors without obtaining
any permanent relief, and for a long time my case was
regarded as hopeless. All who knew the circumstances
said I must die. Finally, my wife induced me to try a
bottle of DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITH
REMEDY, which ahe bad somewhere beard of ojteen
advertiaed. Without the slightest faith In it, but
aolely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a druggist
in our village. I used that and two or three bottles
more, and— to make a long story short— I am now as
healthy a man as there is in the county.
Since then I have recommended DR. DAVID KEN-
NEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY to others whom I knew
to have Buffered from Kidney and liver complaints ;
and I assure the public that the FAVORITE REMEDY
has done its work with a similar rompletenoas in
every single Instance, and I trust some other sick and
discouraged mortal may bear of It and try the
FAVORITE REMEDY, as I did.”
use to me. The next day m>
• *», *. hearing of my condition, sent
e of your P|ilm»itle Syrup, thinking 11. I. Leit
DR. SCHENCK’S
MEDICINES
m he we if
CONSUMPTION.
For other Certificates of Cures send for Dr.
Sctacnok'B book on Consumption, Liver Com-
plaint and Dyspepsia. It gives a full descrip-
tion of those diseases in their various forms,
also valuable information In regard to tho
diet and clothing of the sick; how and when
exercise should be taken, &c. This book is
the result of many years of experience in tho
treatment of Lung Diseases, and should bo
read, not only by the afflicted, but by those
who, from hereditary taint, or other cause,
suppose themselves liable to any affection of
the throat or lungs.
IT IS SENT FREE,
Post Pi, to All Applicants.
Cold or Cougl)
THE lung balsam
I An an Expectorant haa no equal.
CAUTION.-Be not deceived. Call for ALLEN’S
Lung Balaam,, and take no other. 49T Directions
Horxford’a Add Phosphate.
A VALUABLE NERVE TONIC.
Dr. C. C. Olmstead, Milwaukee. Wis.. says:
“1 have used it in my practice ten years,
and consider it a valuable nerve tonic.”
The boss copyrighter— the proof-reader.—
New Fork Ciimmcrinl Ariwrtlxrr.
accompany each bottle.
J. N. HARRIS&CO. Limited, Cincinnati, 0.
PROPRIETORS.
49” SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.-®
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and make my ei.
t. never even hoping
g great relief from it* um.
no I *ent and got more:
______ _ _ — ~ ____ ^uaed aeven or eight tot-
however, aa I only weighed about ninety pounds. Aa
I have mid, I commenced the um of the mcdldn#
with no thought of It* curing me, but after taking the
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hat after taking four or five hot-
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ties of the Pulmoni rrup 
It 1* needle** for me to give you an account of all
myfoelinga during my recovery. Of eourne it wae
low. but It was al*o aure. I gradually gained Htrength,
the character of what I raised from my iunga was
chamrcd-not bob)* so offetuive-and atlaat
•ut my room. From
I. I gained floah fast,
wlam entirely well,
ray recovery was rapid
un
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ent outdoora, and no  I  a wonder
t all my acquaintances who saw roe when I was so
say
medicines m won______  .ro dei. — . _ — ___
saved my life, and I feel ao thankful to you that I am
anxious that all who are Buffering with lung troubles
should know how good they are. Of course. 1 can
give a better aocountof my case in telling of it than m
writing, and if any who reiut this are Interested, they
are welcome to call on me at my
rful in
truly
ryour
rhare
Your* trufv. 0D H aTJ^YP^OPKINB,
May IB, 1881. No. 3 Howell street. Providence, R. ]
f Philadelphia!^^**)
,Uave known
Mb. Haklxy P. Hopkins, who i
letter to Dr. Srhcnck, o iladelp:
dent of Providence. I have w
laat fifteen year*, and I can assur _____
he has written in regard to hisnicknei
is strictly true. He was considered a
in the last stages of the disease, by hi*
>e pu
ss__ __ recovery
 Consumptive,
la physician and
Vieuds, and 1 believe that hla recovery la entirely
vNue to the um of Dr. Schenck’s Medicines.
ITiain Ht^rovl'lence, R. I.May 19, 1881. No. 99 N, M  Bt., :
DR. SCHENCK’S MEDICINES'
MANDRAKE PILLS,
SEAWEED TONIC,
and PULMONIC SYRUP
Are sold by all Druggists, and full direction!
for their use are printed on the wrappers of
every package.
Take Dr. Scbenok’a address note, and send
for tho book mentioned in the boginning of
this advertisement
Pneumonia.
If Compound Oxygen were promptly used
in an attack of Acute Pneumonia there would
be few deaths from this disease. Its action
in allaying bronchial and pulmonary irrita-
tion, relieving congestion, and restoring
healthy secretions to tho mucous membranes
is most remarkable. Write to Drs. Btarkey
A Palen, 1109 Girard st., Phlla., for informa-
tion in regard to this remarkable treatment
“Put up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first*
class accommodations at tho low priceof 4*
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of tho
city, only one block from tho Union Dopot
Elevator; all appointments first-cls ss.
H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
Pure Ood-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
& Co., New York. It is absolutely pure and
sweet. Patients who have onoo taken It
prefer it to all others. Physicians hare de-
cided it superior to any of the other oils in
market
Ton* of Silver.
Five thousand tons is a good deal of silver
for the Government to keep in its vaults,
especially so when every single doUar could
bo Invested in Carboline pro bono publico.
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using JunipekTakSoap, made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York.
THE GREAT GERMAN
REMEDY
FOR PAIR.
C/3
BcitoVM aod cures
RHEUMATISM,
Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,
. BACKACHE,
HE AD AOHB, TOOTH ACH1,
SORE THROAT,
QUINSY, SWELLINGS,
SPBAINS,
SereuMS, Cuts, Brutes*,
FROSTBITES.
BUBNS, SCALDS,
And all other bodily ach*
and pains.
FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE/
Sold by all Druggist* and
Dealers. Directions In 11
languages. 4
The CharlH A. Vogster Ca
 t* A. VOOILXB a 00.)
BallW*. MS, C.B.A.
big Mtemssrfs’.jex®
A Lucky Kangaroo Hunter.
One of the most daring kangaroo hunters
of Australia, and his stag hounds, were
terribly lacerated by a wounded kangaroo
ob the great sheep xanche of Mr. Alfred
Hay, Boomanoomana, N. 8. W., and were
entirely cured by the nse of St Jacobs Oil.
Mr. Hay writes that it is the greatest pain
cme ever introduced for man or beast
I B |H Wholesale and retelL Baodfor pcVwUte.
HAIR ^ ^lamPu ssSvbt0 sss:
PtfMQt. National PonuaRiMO Oo, Chicago, Hi.
mmsimssst
L0SSMK5S8F
Hops&Malt
 __ ( I mm
Address Dr. J. H. Schonok & Son, P. 0. Box
2833, Philadelphia, Pa.
Go and see tho people who write tho follow-
ing letters, If possible:
A ilentleman well known In Zanesville,
Dresden, and Cohocton writes
from Pekin, 11L
Dr. J.H.Schknck:
Dear Bir— In the winter of 1812 I was told by three
prominent doctor* that my wife had Consumption,
and that *he could not live until Hpriug. Hoon after
this a friend, who lives in Dayton, Ohio, recommnnd-
ed your medicines to her. but, having been told that
ahe waa incurable, we bad no faith In them. Her
friend finally brought her a bottle of your Pulmonic
Syrup, and insisted on her giving it a fair trial. Rhe
did ao, and. thank God. by its uiw her life was saved.
Rhe is now entirely well. ^
I am well known here, a* well a* in Zanesville, Dres-
den and Cohocton, and would refer you to the drug-
giiit* and others in these town*, who will remember
my wife’s ca*e a* a very bad one. I have recommend-
ed your medicines to a great many, and have never
known them to fail in making
been given a fair trial. laraii
BITTERS
mmiBiooB v
Liver and Kidney Remedy,
from the well known I
Ives
cara
u  Hops, Malt, Buchn, Man-
Dandelion, Sarsaparilla. Cm-
igrada, eta, combined with an
Aromatic Elixir.
I THEY COBS DYSPEPSIA ft HBIBISTH)I,|
let upon tteLlverud Kidmaji,
Ibbbulatb t&b bowels,!
(They cure Rheumatism, and all Uri- 1
nary troubles. They invigorate,
nourish, strengthen and quiet
_ the Nervous System. _
Aa • Tonic they have no equal.
Take bom but Hops and Halt Bitters.
- FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -
Hops and Malt Bitters Oo.
DETROIT, MICH.
a-«ziB»-N
ELECTRIC LICHTEC SSA£
lies* purpose*. Bend for circular. PEOPLK’8 ELEC-
TRIC KUPPLY COMPANY. 5 Murray st., New \ork.
COUHTRY NEWSPAPERS
Street, Chicago.
Data SMcreamjalm
Causes no Pain.
Clives Relief at
Once. Thorough
Treatment will
Cure. Not a Liq-
uid or Snuff. Ap-
ply with Huger.
Give ift TritL
cures where they bavo
nduced to send you this
by the thought that it will bo of inch greatu^Bctosuf-
*eNov.a”w$ttJ Proprietor White House, Pekiu.’lll.
(SDN
THE CURESURE
FOR
KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,
CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.
| PHYSICIANS ENDWISE IT HEARTILY. 1 1
"Kidney-Wort la the mote suoosmM remedy
I over used." Dr. P. 0. Ballou, Monkton, Vi
"Kidney-Wort Is always reliable.'*
Dr. B. If. Clark, 80. Hero, Vt.
"Kidney-Wort he* oured my wlfb after two years
suffering." Dr. 0. X. Bummorlln, Boa Hill, Oa.
IN THOUSANDS Off OASIS
it hMOured where all «1m had tailed. It Is mild,
but efflotent, CERTAIN IN IT* ACTION, but
harmless in aUoaaee.
triteleoaeM the Blood wi ItrougtheM m4
Elves New life to all tho important organ* of I
the body. The natural aotlon of tho Xldnoye is |
restored._______ The liver is olcansed of all dlee— e,
and tho Bowel* move fimely and bealthfelly.
Zn this way the wont dieoesee are eredloetad |
from the system. _
rucx, sloo uqcm 01 dby, sold it otcoam.
Dry oan b* sent by mall.
WELLS, RICHARDSON A OO.BarllagtaoVt.
Another Case of Cornmniption Cured
at La Porte, Ind.
Dn. ScmcxcK :
About twelve years ego I was dangerously ill with
Lung Fever. I had great trouble In breathing ; every
breath I drew caused me pain. I had throe doctor*
treating me, but I grew worne all tho time. I wtu at
that time connected wiUi the Lake Bhore R. K. Co.
One of my fellow-clerks induced me to get Rome of
your medicines, saying that he had used them him*
•ell with entire success. I sent for some of /our 1*1)1-
•monlc Nymp. ttoawnevl Tonic and Mnmlrakn
— - - -*• --------- “ e directions, and
rovement in my
urmed-
_ __ After taking several bottle* each of the Hul-
monlo Hyrup and Neawoed Tonic I got entirely
over my dekne**. Blnce that time I have re com-
Bnded your medicine* to many other people living
UPortt, who UMdthun
Ex-Trustee of La Porte County.
La Porte, Ind., Jon 81, 1881.
Consumption ‘ Cured— Read this Letter
from Mr. Ittick, of La Porte, Ind.
Dr. Bchkxck:
In the year 1812 1 was Huffenng with Consumption,
and had gotten so low that I had no hope of ever get-
ting well again. I waited for death to put an end to
my sufferings. There wae one of my friend* who we*
perstetently trying to have me use you.- Pulmonic
Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, but I utterly refused
to get any more medicine. I waa disgusted with mod'
icine. I had tried so many different medidne* with-
out being helped by any. Finding that I was not to
be perenaded, he bought some of your Pulmonic
Syrup and Seaweed Tonic himself, and brought
them to me. I at first refused to tench them. I did
got want to be experimented on. but flmalljr oonsentaj
they would do me any good. I coniraeaced taking
the Pulmonic Syrup rod Seaweed Tonic, and,
to my great Hurprlee, felt almost immediate relief,
end wee encouraged to eontinue using them. M
condition
S rCFyu
u raged oi
meuio
 
__ ____ _ ____
I c y
under their uho. until in time!
grew perfectly weU, no trace of the dinea*e remain-
ing. My lunge lied healed up and grew stronger thro
ever. I was permanently cored, a* I have had no
trouble with my lung* sinco that time.
I owe my __
else saved me.
o s e .
r life Mttirely to your medicine*. Nothing
_______  I will bear cheerful testimony to toe
great virtue* possessed by your medicines. I know of
several Other cases here where your medlnnes have
been used with entire suepeee. I am well known
here, being one of the original German settlers in'
Porte County, and having been in the livery burin
for many years. JOHN TTnci
N. B.— I can, rod will, if necessary, swear before any
Justice of the Peace to all that I have said In the abovestatement. JOHN I1TICK.
La Porte, Ind., Jan. 31, 1881.
» cent* at Drugglrie'.
- malilreg*00 cents by 
Utered. Bend Owego, N.T.
GOSSAMER GARMENTS FREE!
ihowour
r Rubber
on/Mae*.
This is to certify that wn have sold the medirinea
mentioned in these certificates to Mr. Ncbeltbau and
others, rod their statement* ere authentic rod relia-ble. FHED’K WEST L OO., Druggists.
From Mr. Harley P. Hopkins, of Provi-
dence, R. I. He h Cured of Consump-
tion by Dr. Schenck’g Medicines, After
Heing Given Cp to Die by Some of
the Dent Physicians in the City.
Db.J.H. Schexck:
Dear Sir: I have been cured of what three of the
best physicians of this dty told me was Consumption
of the Lungs, by tbs use of your medicines. I was
first attacked with the disease in October, 1880, rod al-
though I was from that time continually under the
KIDNEY- WORT
Is
{ DR. DAVID'—. |
KENNEDY’S
Tj
Pleasant to Take,
Powerful to Cure,
And Welcome
In Kvery Hams.
KIDNEY
UTESCORE
Dr. Kennedy »* Favor-
tie Remedy is adapted to
all ages sad both sexs*. af-
fording permanent relief ia
til cases
of thr b
CempluLu. Conatipatloa and
peculiar to
_ ._>lood.*u<
and I,fvrr
cokncases
____ _ womm.
It prarea sncceef u
clnea had total 1/ fai
ss long as this reme_. _ - ----- ---- ,
broken record of euecesafor many years, and has
tedy Is untried. It haa an tiu-
write te Dr. David
D* F00TE’“ Original METHODS
OLD EYESm
IMOSIS
mm
PH
Carol without cutting; JJJj J
new, painless, aafewure.
AUrou Dr. E. B. POOTE. Box T8S, H. T. City,
i
4
: ______ hi ........
'
Tkis SPAM !• MMmA for tk« W<
Christian Temperance Union.
3$. 4 Ittiiro.
A Call to Prayor.
The fellewing was issued by the Nation
al Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
in view ot the pending Presidential Con-
ventions and Campaigns
Hradquabtebs N. W. C. T. U )
10 East 14th 8t., N. Y. ' J
To All Chmtian Peopk:
"Richteousness exalteth a nation, but
sin is a reproach to any people.” Our na-
tion is to-day a legal partner in the busi-
ness of selling intoxicating liquors as a
drink. This fact defines the greatest,,
most immediate, most vital issue inNation-
al politics. Government of the people
cannot successfully co-exist side by side
with a traffic protected by law. whose re-
sult is to render the individual incapable
of self-government. The homes of Ameri-
ca are Imperilled by the saloons whose
patronage is constantly recuited from the
fireside and the cradle. We therefore,
mothers and sisters, wives and daughters,
beseech all who believe in God, to join
with us in solemn, earnest and impor-
tunlte prayer that^the hearts of the people
may be so turned unto Him upon whose
shoulder government shall be, that by
some party such principles may be de-
clared, and such candidates chosen, that
Christian men can conscientiously cast
their ballot for the same, being assured
that they have thus struck a blow for the
National Prohibition of the traffic in
strong drink.
We name Tuesday, May 27tb, as this [
Day of Prayer and urge all our local w
Unions to observe this date, enlisting all
pastors and churches to co-operate so far
as possible, with us, and respectfully re-
questing pastors to preach on the subject
of God in Government, on the Sunday
preceding or following this day of prayer.
Yours for a Republic whose rulers shall
be men of God.
Francis E. Willard, Illinois,
Caroline B. Buell, Conn.,
Mary A. Woodbridge, Ohio,
Esther Pugh, Ohio,
L. M. N. Stevens, Maine.
General Officers National W. 0. T. U.
Yan Oort Heeoita, s:i»m i wr o aktd summ he
Successors to W. C. MELI8.
are selling and keep for sale some very fine
COOKING STOVES,
AND RANGES.
A large stock of
always on hand.
We have a large assortment of
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
m
have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON, - HOLLAND, MICH.
Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of
Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints, I Dress Patterns.
GHAIMIBRA'Sr,
a new dr^ss goods that is rapidly growing very popular with ladies.
Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos
in an endless number of styles and designs.
In the Clothing Department we have some of the finest -
ALABASTINE ltIerLS, ancL Bovs’ Spring Suits
ever brought to this city.in all shades.
Garden! Farming Tools.
The best of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
and White Lead.
can be obtained of us.
We keep all kinds of
A Bemarkable Escape.
Mrs. M. A. Dailey, of Tunkhannock,
Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth-
ma and Bronchitis, during which time the
best physicians could give no relief. Her
life was despaired of, until in last October
she procured a Bottle of Dr. King’s New
Discovery, when immediate relief was felt
and by continuing its use for a short time
she was completely cured, gaining in tlesh
50 bis. in a few months. Free Trial Bot-
tles of this certain cure of all Throat and
Lung Diseases at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.
Large Bottles $1.00.
An exchange truly says: The way to
build up a town is to believe in it— become
inspired with a faith that there is a future
in store for it— and for every citizen to
lend a helping hand in making it what it
it ought to be. This, in brief, Is local
pride— it is a local public spirit which
does not hesitate to make a present sacri-
fice in the faith that it will make a town
we live in better in the future.
Baited Fence 'Wire
COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,
WHIPS, PUMPS,
GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
GLASS, ETC., ETC.
JAS. HUNTLEY, TUT^S
PILLS
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
GIVE US A CALL.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla has such concen-
trated, curative power, that it is by far the
best, cheapest, and surest blood-purifier
known.
The World’s History, from its Battle
Fielda.
The well-known publishing house of J.
C. McCurdy & Co., of Philadelphia, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago and St. Louis, has just
published a most valuable and attractive
book entitled, "Famous and Decisive Bat-
tles of the World,” written by Capt. uhas.
King, U. S. A., late Professor of Military
Science and tactics in the University of
Wisconsin, aid the author of "The Col-
onel’s Daughter.” In this, his latest
work, Capt. King brings to bear all the
grace and power of bis facile pen upon
descriptions of the most renowned mili-
tary eveats, from Marathon, 490 B. C., to
the present time. His work combines the
qualities of severe and conscientious
study with great picturesqueneis of repre
•eatation, and the reader consequently
gets the solid meat of history served and
presented in a most alluring form. The
book is, in fact, a gallery of battle pic
tures, each telling its own story, and all
bung upon a connected line of history
which brings them Into their proper re
lalion with each other. History thus
Uught stays in the memory, and a book
of battles, having the scope and written
in the style of this masterly work of Cap-
tain King’s, becomes at once the most ef-
fectual, as it is the most delightful, me-
dium for acquainting us with the great
salient features in the story of our race
that could possibly be devised. The firm
wants agents everywhere to introduce this
new and popular work. Write for ful
particulars.
Public Auction.
A public auctien will be held at the
house formerly occpled by Reindert
Ploegsma at Nykerk, next to the church,
on ftiday, May j80, 1884, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon. The following articles wil
bo offered for sale: 1 horse, 8 cows, 1 calf,
1 wagon, 2 sleighs, dairy articles, cultiva-
tor, plow, aid other fanning implements;
1 large kerosene can and pump, and ether
store fixtures and furniture, besides a lot
of store merchandise. Credit will be
given.
G. J. HAVERKATE, Auctioneer.
May, 21, 1884. ifi-it.
treatment
ue.
We promipe prompt and gentlemanly
and good bargains, to all who trade with
VAN OORT, * BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich., April 2, 1884. 42- tf
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
SSSS’C*
l^cfllNEYtK'/ oUTOFOROEff.
Cc)Us N0 equa^
’ 30 UNION. SQUARE NEWY0RK.
'’mass. GA.
WS FOR. GALE BY
Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
Office and shop on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883. 17-tf.
G. J. VAN DUBEN, W. VAN DER VEERB
City Meat Market,
VAN DUREN &C0., Prop’s-
Having lately rc-opened the “City Meat Market’
in the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens
of this city to giye ns a “call.”
We intend to keep onr market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that can be procured.
We make
TORPID BOWELS,
DISORDERED LIVER,
_ and MALARIA.
From these sources arise three-fourths ol
the diseases of the human race. Those
symptoms indicate their existence : Uoia ol
Appetite, Bowel* ooatlve. Sick Head*
ache, fullness after eating, aversion to
election of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits. A feeling of having neglected
some duty, Dizziness, Flattering at the
HeartjDota before the eyes, highly col*
ored VJrlne, CONSTIPATION; and de-
mand the use of a remedy that acta directly
on the Liver, AsaLivermedicinoTUTT'S
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt; removing
all impurities through these three “ scav-
engers of the system,'* producing appe-
tite, sonnd digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTT'S PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with daily work and are a perfect
ANTIDOTE TO MALARIA.
Bold everywhere, 85c. Office. 44 Murray St., N.i.
TUTTS HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed in-
stantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap-
plication of this DTE. Bold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receipt of tl.
Office, 44 Murray Street, New York.
mrs MANUAL OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FUEL
ft AT TW for the werking class. Send 10 ceils
Ivl 1 1 II for poftafie, and we will mail yon free,
U V LIU * roy®1- valuable box of sample goods
that will put yon in the way of mak-
ing more money in a few days than you ever
'bought possible at any business. Capital not re-
quired. We will start you. You can work all the
time or in spare time only. The work is univer-
sally adapted to both sexes, yonng and old. Yon
can easily earn from 60 cents to |5 every evening
That all who want work may test the business, we
mske this unparelleled offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we will send SI to pay for the trouble
of writing ns. Full particulars, directions, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made by those who
give their whele time to the work. Great success
absolutely sare. Don’t delay. I
dress Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.
Start now. Ad-
GEO. I. McCLURE,
l-*-Dealer in-
and can assnre onr patroni that the Laid par
chased of us, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
G.J. VAN DUREN* CO.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 16. 1888.
MEYER, BROUWER CO.
Agents. Holland. Mich.
HI. BOOSTS,
The oldest established Stahls in the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth*
I have the newest and best HEARSE in this
city, with the finest horses aid carriages for funeral
purposes, which I will famish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party li this city.
Holland, July 28th, 1882.
H. BOONE.
26-lf
Sewing Machines,
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
County Poor Farm.
The Board of Supervisors of Ottawa
ceunty, Mich., have instructed the Com-
mittee on Poor to sell the Poor Farm.
This farm consists ot about 215 acres, 150
acres under cultivatioi, the balance in
timber. It is located 1 mile from East-
manvllle and 5 miles from Ooopersville.
The soil is adapted to raising grain and
hay and for general farming purposes.
The buildings are a good large barn, with
two sheds attached, and a comfortable
dwelling hense. There is a wind mill on
the premises with good and sufficient
water. This farm is for sale at a sum not
less than $6,000. The payments are: one-
third of purchase price cash down, the
balance on time.
Further information may be procured
from the committee.
K. Schaddklke, Holland,
Geo. Latham, Allendale,
Gio. F. Porter, Cheater,
Committee.
Holland, Mich., May 15, 1884. 15-6w
CHAS. DUPONT.
HOXjLA3MX5, &CXOXX.
brand tr of thoroughbred
XXondLetrLs,
Drown and White Leghorns.
EGOS 11.50 per SETTING.
The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to kthat of the
pipe organ.
White Sewing Machine!
The Boot in the World!
Every Machine warranted for five years.
A full line of sewing machine merchan-
dise constantly on hand.
Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
GEO. T. MoCLURB,
Cor. of Eighth and River s^ts^
17-ly
A PRIZE.
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help yon
te more money right away
than anythisc else in this world. All, of either
sex, sicceed from first hear. The bread read to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure,
At once address Truk * Co., Angueta, Maine.
Rev. Father Wilds?
EXPERIENCE.
The Rev. Z. P. WUds, weU-known city
missionary In New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wilds, of the
Massachusetts Supreme Court, writes
as follows :
•’78 E. Mth St., New York, May 16, 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer & Co., Gentlemen :
Last winter I was troubled with a most
uncomfortable itching humor affecting
more especially my limbs, which itched so
intolerably at night, and burned so intense-
ly, that I could scarcely bear any clothing
over them. I was also a sufferer from a
severe catarrh and catarrhal cough; my
appetite was poor, and iny system a good
deal run down. Knowing the value of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by observation of
many other cases, and from personal use
in former years. I began taking it for the
above-named disorders. My appetite im-
proved almost from the first (lose. Alter
a short time the fever and itching were
allayed, and all signs of irritation of the
•kin disappeared. My catarrh and cougli
were also cured by the same means, and
my general health greatly improved, until
it is now excellent. I feel a hundred per
cent stronger, and I attribute these results
to the use of the Sarsaparilla, which
I recommend with all confidence as the
best blood medicine ever devised. I took
It in small doses three times a day, and
used, In all, less than two bottles. I place
these facts at your service, hoping their
publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.”
The above instance is but one of the many
constantly coming to our notice, which prove
the perfect adaptability of Ayer’s Sarsa-
parilla to the cure of all diseases arising
from impure or impoverished blood, and a
weakened vitality.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
cleanses, enriches, and strengthens the blood,
Btimnlates the action of the stomach and
bowels, and thereby enables the system to
resist and overcome the attacks of all i'cro/S-
lout Diseases, Eruptions of the Skin, Itheur
rnatirn, Catarrh, General DebUity, and all
disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of the system.
PREPARED by
Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by aU Druggists ;^price II, six bottles
1
Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.
Hats and Caps, Gent’s Punishing Goods, Etc., Etc.
A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
COIMIE ZEUAIR/LIT and Q-ET BEST BAEQ-AIHSTS
Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.
i
AYER’S
CATHARTIC
PILLS.
irgatfve Medicine
eve Constipation, Indigestion, Headache, and
all BillousSisorders.
• Sold everywhere. Always reliable. V
AGENTS:
wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The ffcsteet selling book In Americs. Im-
mense profits to agents. All intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a snccessful sgent.
Terms free. Hallit Book Co., Portland, Maine.
£
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rIRON
THE ONLY TRUE
TONIC
^ (ACTS REGARDING
IfoSirtn's Ira' foie.
diseases requiring acertalnand efliclen. TONIC,
especially Dyspepsla.Wantof Appetite, Indiges-
tion, Lack of Strength, etc., Its use is marked
with Immediate and wonderful results. Bones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
 a faaKO suffering from all complaints
L A Dl E8 peculiar to their sex will find In
DB. HARTER’S IRON TOHIO a safe and speedy
ove. It fives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest Ultimo ny to the value of DB.
Hartkr’s Iron Tonic !e that frequent attempts
do not experiment— get the Original and Best.
Or. HAffTtR’S IRON TOKIO It TOR SALE BY A&|
Druggists and Dealers Evmywhiw^
